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Young Wild West On a Crimson Trail
-OR-

ARIETTA AMONG THE APACH ES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I
THE CRIMSON 'l'RAIL.

Over the arid plains of eastern Arizona a wagon train was
slowly making its way one day in early spring a few years
.
ago.
lt was one of the real old-fashioned kind of wagon trains.
Prairie schooners, they called them in those days, for they
were rather long of body and the tops were bow-shaped, and
of strong canvas.
At the time of which we write the Apache Indians were on
th e warpath in that part of the country.
The Apaches have .always been said to be the most vicious,
cruel and bloodthirsty of all the North American Indians,
and the Jong campaign that followed the events of which we
are writing proved it. It -took lots of soldiers and plenty of
good generalship to finally quell the red demons and force
the surrender of fierce old Geronimo, their chief.
The wagon train we have mentioned was not a particularly
large one.
1t was made up of about a dozen wagons, all with the bowshaped tops, and was really a picturesque cavalcade as the
oxen and mules wended their way slowly and patiently over
the hard, dry land. There were a score of mountain men
and boys riding along with the wagons, and a few ladies could
be :seen in the saddle also.
The outfit was heading for the gold fields that had been
discovered but a few months before in the ·southern part of
the T erritor y. ·
Riding at th e head of the line were a couple that certainly
made a dashing, not to say handsome appearance.
They were Young Wild West and his pretty sweetheart, Arietta Murdock.
Wild was mounted on his faithful sorrel Spitfire, and Ariella rode a beautiful iron-gray.
The person who had n ever met Young Wild West would
have seen about as perfect a specimen of the r eal Westerner
as co uld be fo und in the great West.
He was handsome in face and figure, and his dark eyes and
wealth of chestnut hair that hung over his shoulders fitted
well with the buckskin hunting suit and the pearl-gray sombrero that he wore.
His sweetheart was a blonde of the pronounced type, her
hair being what some people call red.
She had a perfect figure, and her skin was as clear as could
be, while in features she would have rivaled the best of the
~
famous beauties of our land.
But ·Arietta was not only beautifu l. She was a girl who
harl been born and reared .>n the boundless prairie in the most

troublesome times of the West, and she had learned to ride
and shoot as well as the average man of that section.
For a female, her courage could not be excelled, either, and
that made her a ,fitting companion, indeed, for Young Wild
West, the Prince of the Saddle and Champion Deadshot of the
West.
Not far behind this handsome couple were three more
couples.
They were Cheyenne Charlie, the famous scout, and his wife
Anna; Jim Dart and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, who- was
a delicate girl of sixteen, and Jack Robedee and his wife
Martha.
Charlie, Jack and Jim were partners in one of the richest
mining companies in the Black Hills, and they were now accompanying him . to the newly discovered gold fields of Arizona, where they were to meet Peter Goff. the father of Robedee's wife.
Our friends had joined the wagon train at Santa Fe, and
up to the time our story opens they had had a rather quiet
and pleasant time of it.
True, they had more or less excitement at hunung on thE:
way, and on more than one occasion Young Wild West had
given a demonstration of his remarkable shooting.
.Tonah Brown, the old guide who was in charge of the outfit,
was rather uneasy on the day we mention.
He had seen several Indian signs, and knowing that the
Apaches were in anything tut a peaceful state, he was afraid
of being attacked by them.
Not that the hardy travelers would not be able to give a
good account of themselves, as they were nearly all veteran
fighters and plainsmen, but the fact of the women being with
them was what made the guide feel uneasy.
. It was near noon, and Young Wild West and his sweetheart
rode along at the head of the column, our hero scanning thE
prairie ahead of him for a good place to halt and rest, while
the women prepared the noonday meal.
About a mile ahead he saw a rather large clump of trees,
and as he looked at it sharply he concluded that there might
be water there.
This was something they were sadly in n eed of, as the· biggest part of t heir journey had been over long stretches of
desert, where water and vegetation were as scarce as "hen ·s
teeth," to use the old guide's expression.
"I think we will find water there, Et," Wild said to his
sweetheart, as he pointed out the little clump of timb er.
" I hope so, 'Wild,°' was the -reply . " I am rather tired of
drinking the water from t he barrels, and as it is gettin g so
scarce, it will be a good thin g for us if we do find a nice bubbling spring.··
·· I reckon we·n be satisfied if we find one that don't bubble,"
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He quickly became conscious of the fact that a weight was
,spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who overheard the remark. "But
upon his body, too, but he did not attempt to move.
like Wild-1 think there is water ahead there."
His head ached severely, and his prain was in a rather mud"If there ain't I'll be fooled," observed Jack Robedee, who
always agreed with anything Wild said. "That' is quite a bit dled state.
But he was not long in collecting his thoughts, and then it
·of woods, an' ther leaves on ther trees look putty green."
"We will soon find what is there," said Jim 'Dart, as he rode all came to him like a fl.ash.
When he had felt his senses leaving him the din of battle
up abreast of the couple, followed closely by his sweetheart.
1
·· I reckon we might as well make it eight abreast," ex- was roaring in his ears.
But now a deathly silence reigned.
daimed the scout, and then he quickly took the left of the
The brave boy comprehended what had happened.
line with Anna.
The fight kad been won by the Apaches, and he had been
Robedee lost no time in getting on the right, and· then as
the horses trotted along, they made a picturesque appearance. left for dead upon the field.
After waiting 'for the space of five minutes he slowly began
Jonah Brown and some of the men belonging to the train
/rode about thirty yards behind them, and then came the moving out from beneath the weight that was upon him.
He flung aside the mass of hair that was in his face, and
wagons, with horsemen riding on either side of them.
As t hey got nearer to the trees the spot looked more in- then quickly found that the body of an Indian had been resting
viting than ever, and the tired oxen and mules were urged to upon him.
)go a little faster.
The fellow must have carried a blanket when he was shot
In a few minutes they were very close to it.
down, and this had spread in such a manner over the unconNow only a couple of hundred yards intervened between scious boy as to conceal his body from view.
them and the resting spot that looked so inviting.
Young Wild West no sooner realized this than he made up
The scent of the budding wild flowers of the little grove his mind that it was time for him to get away from the spot.
was wafted to their nostrils, and they joyfully hastened on.
The Apaches woulcl be apt to come back and bury their
But just then everything changed.
dead, and then he would be in a bad fix.
The group of timber no longer had an inviting aspect.
As he lifted his head and looked around he saw the still
The fierce Apache war-whoop rang out, and the next instant smoking embers of what was left of the wagons.
and
trees
the
of
•over a hundred Indians burst from the cover
A 'dead horse lay so close to him that he could not touch it,
came dashing toward the wagon train.
but a single glance showed him that it was not his own.
Crack! Crack! Bang! Bang!
"I must see what has happened, anyway," Wild muttered,
The red demons were well supplied with firearms, and they and then he raised his head a little higher and freed his legs
set right in to shoot with them.'
from the grewsome object that rested upon them.
At first it looked as though the men of the\..wagon train were
He now caught a good look at the battlefield.
going to become demoralized, but Young Wila West was equal
He quickly realized that he was the only living being there.
·
•
to the occasion.
It was a startling picture of ruin and death that he saw,
"Give it to them, boys!" he called out in a ringing•tone. and though he feared that his companions had either been
!" Give it to them hard, and make every shot tell! Get the killed or taken prisoners by the Apaches, he did not break
wagons together-hurry!"
down.
Then he began firing with his Remington, retreating at the
One of his revolvers and his hunting-knife were still in his
same time to get the females under cover.
belt, and, gripping the shooter, he saw that there were three
His three partners were not a second behind him.
of the chambers loaded.
Crack! Crack! Crack! Crack!
The boy sat down and looked around him.
Their rifles were talking now, and the redskins began to
The dead bodies of the Indians, white men and horses were
fall right and left.
about in ghastly array.
scattered
But the Indians were too close upon them to be beaten off.
Young Wild West now had an unpleasant thing to do.
spread out like a huge fan, and quickly surrounded the
They
He must look and find out if his partners were among the
1
train.
dead.
Had they been a. less war-like tribe the whites might have
Casting a glance in the direction of the clump of woods the
, succeeded in driving them off, but an Apache ,knows neither
wagon train· had been making for when they were attacked,
1fear nor mercy when he gets started.
from the center of the
; Young Wild West was as cool as though he had just started he saw a column of smoke arising
trees.
' in to give an exhibition of his shooting and horsemanship.
"I suppose the red fiends will wait till sunset to bury their
He realized that it was a hopeless fight, but he was not the
dead," he thought. '·'\Veil, even if all my partners have gone
one to give in until the last.
them. Poor
One thing he noticed was that the Indians were not firing under, I am still alive, a nd I must live to avenge
Arietta! I wonder how she fared?"'
i upon the wagons, where the women and children had taken
The brave boy brushed the tear away that came to his eye,
' refuge.
those he h oped
"They mean to take the women prisoners and kill the rest and th en began crawling about in search of
of us ! " he thought. "Well, we have been caught in a trap, but.J he would not find.
Luckily for him the wagons-or the smoldering ruins of
i we are not all dead yet."
them-were on the s ide towll,rd the woods, and that would
Crack! Crack! Crack!
give him a chance to crawl around without being seen by the
The firing was k ept right up.
But by the time about fifty shots had been fired a heavy Indians.
Wild went at his work in earnest.
black smoke settled over them.
He soon found over a dozen slain men, but his three partners
This gave the cunning Apaches the chan ce they wanted.
Young Wild '\Vest rode around in the thickest of the fight, were not among them.
Though he felt sorry for the poor fellows who had gone unand it scGmed he bore a charmed life, for, though the bullets
der, he was glad to learn that Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart
whistled all around him, none hit him.
"Keep at them, boys!" he kept crying out. "Don't let up! and Jack Robedee were possibly alive.
Captured by the Apaches, most likely, but even that was
Drop the red demons!"
In l"SS than five minutes from the time of the sudden attack better than being dead and scalped by them.
When he had satisfied himself that there was nobody but
th e Indians char ged in upon them.
himself living on the spot he started to get away from it.
'fhen it became a hand-to-hand fight.
He hr.d found his rlflo under the blanket that had served
The cracking of the firearms intermingled with the hoarse
death-cries of the Apaches and the screams of the women of to partly hide his form, and when he had filled the chambers
of his revolver with fresh cartridges Young Wild West felt
the train made a terrible sound.
like doing something.
But bold and dashing Young Wild West heeded it not.
About a hundred yards distant from the spot there was a
His whole soul was in the work of driving off the red demons, and he shot right and left as he galloped about on his small pile of rocl{s and a sickly growth of prickly cacti.
"I'll get there and wait till dark," he muttered. "Then I
we! l-ti"ained steed.
But suddenly he felt a sharp sting on the side of his head. must go to the camp of the Apaches and find out who they
fhPn he had a dim recollection of pitching forward and tum- have got there."
He moved very rautiously, for he was now his old self again,
bling from the saddle.
with the exception that his head pained him where he had
'Th::t ,,.as all he knew until something like ar hour later.
When Wild opened his eyes his vision was obscured by a been struck a glancing blow with a tomahawk.
Wild reached the pile o[ rocks in a short time.
mas~ of hair and feathers.
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to trees, after which the vie;torious red men killed the oxen
and cut them up for meat, bringing it into their camp.
In less than an hour from the time the attack was made it
was all over.
But, though the redskins were not aware of it, two of the
whites had escaped by riding away through the thick smoke
just as the women and girls were being made prisoners.
They were no less personages than Jim Dart and Cheyenne
Charlie.
Realizing that it was impossible to stay the Indians from
making their wife and sweetheart prisoners, and believing
that it would be the best thing for them to get away ancl try
and effect a rescue later, the two rode off, bleeding from the
wounds they had received.
Fortunately they were not injured seriously, arid when they
had ridden about two miles the other side of the group of
trees they halted and proceeded to dress their wounds as best
they could.
Experience had taught them to alw-ays carry salve and healing balm with them, and they made a pretty good job of it.
It was a cluster of about half a dozen trees where they had
.
halted, and there happened to be a spring there.
Arizona, for the most part, is a very dry country, but they
were rapidly nearing that portion of it where water is quite
plentiful; hence the finding of water.
Charlie and Jim made their horses lie down, so they could
not be seen from the camp of the Indians when the smoke
cleared away.
"Well, what are we going to do now?" asked Jim, with something like a groan.
"We'll stay here till dark," replied Charlie, "an' then we'll
sneak up to ther redskins' camp, if they don't move afore that.
We've got ter find out whether Wild an' ther women folks are
alive or not. Gee! But that was an awful fight! An' so unexpected it happened, too!"
'·Ugh!"
"We might have known that the timber would have been a
The Indian clutched a knife, which was the only weapon he
good place for a band of Indians to be lurking in," said Dart,
had.
"How paleface brave get away from Yellow Bear's war- shaking his head sadly. "The red demons, I hope they won't
harm Eloise and ther rest."
riors? ·• he asked.
"An Apache redskin don't generally hurt girls an' women
"I did not get away from them; they never had me," anfolks right away. They most always take 'em to their vilswered Wild, as both came to a halt.
lages, an' then is when ther harm is done. What we must do
'·Paleface boy must die!"
is ter get 'em away from ther measly coyotes afore they git
"Are you going to kill me, redskin?"
'em to ther village."
'·Yes! Me kill pretty quick!"
"That we musi, Charlie."
"Come on, then! "
The boy put on a hopeful look now, and began to figure a
Wild now flourished his hunting-knife in his right hand,
while his left guided his horse forward. They met, and their way to rescue the captives.
"Wild worries me more than anything else," said the scout,
knives clashed together.
There were only a few strokes, and then the Indian fell on shrugging his shoulders uneasily. "I never laid eyes on him
fer ther last ten minutes of ther fight. Kin it be that he went
the neck of his horse, pierced through the heart.
His conqueror struck the horse with the flat of the blade, under?"
and the animal headed straight for the redllkin's camp in the· "It looks that way, but I can't believe it," and Dart showed
woods, the dead rider remaining on its back in some strange how positive he was by shaking his head from left to right.
The two hau been in their hiding-place for several minutes
manner, his lifeblood trickling upon the arid land.
·· A erimson trail!" exclaimed Young Wild West, as he patted when they observed a solitary Indian riding from the south.
''There comes a measly redskin on his way to ther camp,"
his horse on the neck. "Well, Spitfire, old fellow, that is the
sort of trail we have got to follow till we rescue Arie'tta and remarked Charlie.
"Yes," answered Jim. "I guess it is a redskin all right."
the rest from the Apaches! "
"I am sure it is. I kin-- Hello! By ther great juplter,
if there ain't Wild ridin' ter meet him! I could tell him among
a thousand."
The atmosphere was so clear on the arid plain that objects
CHAPTER II.
were discernible at a long distance.
At five miles the practised eyes of either of them could have
WU.JJ IS J"OIXED BY TWO OF HIS PAltTXEI<S.
discerned the difference between a band of Indian warriors
It was :m awful fight that the brave defenders of the wagon and a troop of cavalry.
And though the Indian and Young Wild West were easily
train put up.
But it could only end one way, and slowly but steadily the two miles oft', they could distinguish the latter-or they felt
,
red fiends got the best of it.
certain that it was him, anyway.
Men were cut down right and left by the overwhelming
In the lowlands a person would hardly be able to distinguish
numbers of the Apaches, and then those those w.ho survived one they knew at the distance of a mile with the naked eye.
were quickly seized and made prisoners.
But here it was different.
Pretty Arietta Murdock fought as well as the majority of
Dart and the scout felt like shouting with joy when they
beredskins
the
when
and
struggle,
the men during the brief
saw the dashing young Prince of the Saddle ride to meet the
prisonthem
gan seizing the women and children and making
·
Indian.
ers, more than one fierce warrior fell at her hands.
They expected to see a puff of smoke from his rifle every
from
She kept firing with her revolver until it was wrenched
moment, but none came.
her hands, and then it was all up with her.
When the two got together they could not discern what took
One by one the women and girls were tied so they could place, but presently they saw one of the horses head for the
not run away, and then the Apaches proceeded to ransack the timber.
Then it was that Cb'.eyenne Charlie sprang to his feet and
wagons.
When they had taken everything· of value from them they ran for his horse.
He got the animal on its feet in a jiffy.
set theni. on fire where they st'Ood.
"Come on, Jim!" he cried, excitedly. "We must riite around
Then the prisoners were taken to the little grove and tied

Then he looked back across the plains and saw a riderless
horse coming toward him.
A cry of joy escaped the boy's lips, for he recognized the
steed as his own Spitfire.
'rhen Wild took a great risk.
He uttered the whistle the horse was so used to answering ,
and the next minute he saw Spitfire prick up his ears and increase h is speed to a gallop toward the mound of rocks.
He kept a watch in the direction of the woods, and a moment
later became convinced that the Indians had not heard h is
whistle, and that they had evidently been too busy to look that
way and notice the horse.
The next minute the handsome sorrel came to a halt before
his master.
But at that very moment he happened to catch sight of a
lone Indian riding swiftly from the south.
"Ah!" exclaimed fhe boy. "That fellow sees me. But he
is aot one of those who attacked the train, though perhaps
a member of the same band. Now, then, if I shoot him I will
have a whole crowd from the woods after me in no time. I
guess I had better ride out to meet him and settle him in
some other manner."
Having come to this conclusion, Young Wild West mounted
his horse and started directly for the approaching redskin.
In order to keep the Indian from turning away or firing at
him, Wild waved his hand in a friendly manner.
The Indian hesitated a moment and then kept on ridi!lg,
As our hero rapidly neared him he saw that he was without
a gun, which fact seemed rather strange.
"Hello, redskin!" he called out. "Where are you going?"
'·Where paleface going?" was the retort.
"I am going to look for my friends the Apaches took with
them to the timber yonder," and he pointed to the clump of
trees.
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1and meet Wild. See! He is heading the other way, and will If they do happen to catch you we'll drop some of ther nearest
ones to you, an' give you a chance ter git to your horse."
be out of sight behind the woods in a minute."
"I know that you will do that," retorted our hero. '·You
"All right," answered Dart, and he was in the saddle almost
have both a way of being always on hand just when you are
as soon as his companion.
Then the pair started in a wide circle to ride around the wanted. Poor Jack! I suppose his cork leg will bother him in
getting away, even if I should succeed in liberating him.·•
timber and meet Wild.
"That new cork leg of Jack's is a wonder, ,. spoke up Dart,
They did not want to get near enough to be observed by
the Indians, though if any of them were keeping a sharp look- "an' I wouldn't be surprised if it is of some assistance to him.
It is hollow, you knpw, and he has it filled with a couple of
out they would be seen, anyhow.
six-shooters, a knife, some cartridges and a flask of brandy,
The two rode at a quick gallop for ten minutes.
Then they caught sight of our hero less than a mile away. the latter to be used as medicine, he said. If he could get his
He was riding toward them, too, which showed that he was hands free, all he would have to do would be to r each down
and press a little knob, and a little door would slide back.
trying to get around to the other side of the timber.
Two minutes more and they were seen and r ecogl\ized by Then he woufd be apt to astonish the natives."
"I reckon he would," averred the scout, with just the vestige
him.
When they met neither of the three spoke a word for the of a grin on his bronzed face. "It cost Jack over five hundred
to have that leg made, an' now that he's got a chance to use
space of several seconds.
•
They were overjoyed at finding that at least three of them it, I'd like ter see him do it."
The subject of Robedee's wonderful cork leg was soon
were out of the clutches of the Apaches-.
They knew that they were capable of doing a whole lot, dropped, and then the three talked over the best way to effect
when they tried real hard, and they now felt that they had a the release of the prisoners.
Wild was very glad that the Indians were staying in the
rescuing the captives from the Apache camp.
chance
"How did you get away, Wild?" the scout asked, breakjJi'g patch of timber.
He felt that he would have a better chance to work his way
the silence.
the camp there than ' he would if they were encamped
into
escape.
marvelous
his
related
Wild quickly
in the open.
somewhere
astonishment.
In
listened
Charlie and Jim
When they got tired of talking it occurred to Cheyenne
Then they told how they had taken flight through the smoke
jerked buffalo meat in his saddleafter they found that it was but courting death or certain Charlie that he had some
it out and divided it up.
fished
once
at
he
and
bags,
longer.
any
capture if they remained
This was better than nothing, tough as it was, and what
""Well, Jack must be a: prisoner, then," remarked our hero.
they lacked to fill up on with meat they made up with water
"What makes you think that?" asked Jim.
from the spring.
"He is not among the dead on the battlefield."
It was a long, tedious wait ahead of them, but had it not
"I am glad of that."
peril,
"The way I figure it, there must be three or four of the men been that the girls, as they called them, were in such
cared.
prisoners along with them, unless they got away the same as they would not have an
end sooner or later, and the day was
All things come to
you fe llows did."
"Were any of ther women folks killed?" inquired Cheyenne no exception.
The sun finally sank below the western horizon and then
Charlie.
"No! Nor were any of the children, either. The fiends have darkness came on apace. not try to conceal themselves was
That the Apaches did
simply made captives of them."
more than evident, for the light from their campfires was
'·Good!" cried Charlie and Jim, in a breath.
got good and dark.
"We have got a crimson trail to follow," said Wild, "but we plainly discernible after it up
just then, and Wild nodded, for
The sky began to cloud
must stick to it until we rescue every one of the prisoners the
.
Apaches have taken. I met and fought one of them a little this was all to their advantage.
"I guess we had better set out," he remarked. "There is no
while ago, and my knife found his heart. , He did not fall
The fiends may have taken it in
from his horse, but the animal headed straight for the woods, need of waiting any longer.
to kill the male captives to-night, and if that is
leaving a trail of blood as he went. That suggested the their heads
must try and prevent it. We want to rem embe r
thought of the crimson trail to me, and when we come to the case weand
that is to use our knives only, unless it c:1n·t
one thing,
think of it I guess that is the proper name for it, for blood be
'
helped.•·
will flow like water before Arietta and the rest are saved, I
"I reckon we understand all about that part of it," an,
suppose."
.swered the scout, while Dart shook his head in the affirmative,
His two partners reached out and caught him by either a look 'of grim determination on his countenance.
hand.
A few minutes later the three started out on their perilous
The grasp they gave him meant more than words could ex- undertaking.
press.
It did not take the three long to decide what to do.
When Wild heard of the place where the two had been in
CHAPTER III.
hiding when they saw him in the distance, he concluded that
it would be the spot for them to stay until darkness set in.
rQ BE BUR::l'ED AT THE STAKE.
·w1ld--Was nearly famished from thirst.
he
wound
He was feverish from excitement and the slight
Yellow Bear, the chief of the band of Apaches that had
had on .the side of the head.
wiped out the wagon train, was about as much elated as a rasCheyenne Charlie quickly dressed the wound and declared callv Indian chief could be.
that it would not cause him much inconvenience, and then
The plunder he had taken from the whites amounted to conthey started · for the group of trees where the spring was, tak- siderable, not to speak of the prisoners.
ing the trail Charlie and Jim had just made in getting to our
After it was all over he consulted with the chiefs under him,
hero.
and decided to take the females and the five children captives
As the attack had occurred just as they were thinking of to their village, which was about a hundred miles back in
the mountains.
eating the noonday meal, all three were pretty hungry.
The paleface braves, as the r edskins called the men who
But there was no way of getting anything to eat now, so
had been captured, were to be tortured and burned at the stake
the~, simply tightened their belts and prepared to wait.
·
When they r eached the hiding-place, Wild at once went to that night.
Those of the women and girls who r efused to become the
the spring and drank deeply.
The cooling draught refreshed him greatly, and he declared wives of the Indian braves who were lucky eno ugh to have an
that he felt as much like fighting Indians as he ever had in his option on them. were to be treated in a like manner after the
village was reached.
life before.
The women and girls in captivity numbered eight, and there
" I thiuk I would be good for a dozen of them in a hand-tohand fight. if it came to the point," he said. "But it is not were five children, all of whom were past the age of ten.
Besides Jack there were four of the men who had survived
fi!?'hting that has to be done to get the captives away from
the redsk ins; it is strategy. I am going to crawl into their the fierce onslaught of the savage redmen, and among these
was Jonah Brown, the old guide.
camp alter it gets dark to-night."
Jack and the guide had been '1shed to the same tree with
·· Tlrnt's tiler idea!" exclaimed Charlie. "If any feller livin'
kin rlo it, it is ·ou . We'll go as close as we kin an' watch out stout deerskin thongs, and this gave them a chance to talk
an' see that you don't get caught by ther measly coyotes. over their precarious situation.
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Two of the other "men were wounded so badly that Jack considered it doubtful if they lived till night, and as he noticed
their sufferings he ground his teeth in rage.
"Oh, if I could only get my hands loose!" he said to the
guide. ·'If I wouldn't make things around here hot for a
while my name ain't Jack Robedee!"
"If,'' answered the old man, ·who was quite a philosopher,
"is a funny word.. If there wasn't sa many 'ifs' there would
be more 'ands,' likely. Jest take things easy. We kin only
die onct1 you know."
·
''Oh! I ain't afraid to die when the time comes. It ain't
that what makes me so mad : Jest look at them poor fellers
there dyin' by inches; an' there's my wife an' Young Wild
West's sweetheart an' ther rest of ther wimmen-what's goin'
ter become of them? It are most likely that Wild; Jim an'
Charlie went under in ther fight, an' here I am, ther last of
ther four partners of ther best payin' gold mine in ther Black
Hills, in ther hands of a band of Apache Indians with almost
sartin' death starin' me in ther face! It's too bad! That's
what it is!"
·
Then, whether it was from grief or rage, Jack burst into
tears.
One thing was certain, though, and that was that he was not
crying from fear.
Robedee was as brave and bold as the rest of them, but he
had a very tender heart.
The guide was old enough to be his father, and he was used
to seeing all sorts of things on the plains.
He had been in many a tight place, and many were the times
that he gave himself up for lost.
But, though each time he had managed to escape death, he
was firmly of the opinion now that the Apaches would put an
end to them before morning.
"If we've got to go, we'll go," he said to Jack. "I'm get tin'
too old to follow ther trail, anyhow. I shouldn't have undertook ter pilot ther wagon train across ther plain this time.
What difference will it make, anyhow? It will be all ther same
a hundred, years from now."
'·It's all right .for you to think that way," retorted Robedee, "but I've got a wife that's here in ther clutches of ther
red varmints."
"You had no business to have got married. I didn't, so I've
got no wife to worry over."
Jack looked at the old man, and noticing there was naught
but seriousness in his face, he became disgusted.
Then he began to think about his wonderful cork leg.
He was sure that his captors did not know that the member
was other than the one he had been born with.
Jack had arranged that leg for just such an occasion as this,
and all he wanted was a .chance to press the spring that would
let him into the interior of the calf.
But how was he to get the chance.
A hundred feet from the spot where the male prisoners .were
tied to the trees the women and children were imprisoned in
a big teepee that had been hastily made by the braves cutting
a number of long poles and tying them together at the smaller
ends, and then stretching them al)art on the ground in the
form of a sharp-pointed haystack.
About these poles skins and cedar boughs were fastened,
until the interior was 01:>scured from the view of those outside.
Jack knew that his wife and the rest of the captives were
in this roughly made teepee.
He had been watching the construction of it, and he had
cast more than one glance of hope at the girls.
But after the teepee was completed and the girls placed inside it, a big fire was made half-way between it and the male
prisoners, and Jack could hardly see it for the rising smoke
and flames.
Somehow, he could not help thinking that if he was to get
help it would come from the teepee.
But as the hours went on and the day waned he began to
grow discouraged.
For a wonder, the redskins' had let the prisoners alone.
Usually they tormented them a great deal, but since they
had been brought to the camp and tied to the trees Jack and
the four men had not been bothered.
About sunset one of the victims of the attack on the wagon
train died.
His breath left him as he called ul)on the others to save his
wife and children and avenge his death.
This had a bad effect on the other wounded fellow, and he
gave up the ghost a few minutes after, dying while he was In
a swoon.
That left only Jack, the guide and another man.
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The latter was sullen and morose, and refused to have anything to say .
tt began to dawn upon Robedee's mind that the fellow was
fast losing his senses from the effects of the strain he had endured.
He strove to cheer him up as darkness crept over the broad
plain and made the trees look like grim sentinels who had been
designated to keep a silent watch over the Apache camp.
"Say, you want to keep a stiff upper lip!" he said to him.
"I reckon we've got a chance to get out of this."
"An' I reckon we ain't!" spoke up Jonah Brown, the guide.
"You're true to your nMne, you are!" declared Jack, looking
at the old fellow in a disgusted way.
"What do you mean by that?"
"Your name is Jonah, and I begin to believe that you are a
Jonah. I wish we could throw you overboard."
"You needn't make any fun of my name!" snapped the
guide.
"I don 't want to make fun of it, but I want yo u to stop
you're croakin', though."
"You couldn't make me shet up if you was free."
"I couldn't, hey?"
· "No, yer couldn't."
The other prisoner was staring at the two as though he had
no idea what it all meant.
But not a word came from his lips.
While Jack Robedee was looking daggers at the guide, Yellow Bear, the chief, walked over to the prisoners.
He very quickly found that two of them were past all pain
and suffering, and he at once ordered them cut loose.
Then he cut off the scalps and tossed them over to one of
the braves who was standing guard.
"Ugh!" he said, facing the other three captives.
"Ugh!" answered Robedee, putting on a very bold front.
"Paleface heap much fool!" declared the chief, not taking
kindly to Jack's manner.
"No, I ain't, chief," was the reply. "I reckon I ain't no
fool."
"Paleface heap big liar!"
"You li:in call me that all you want to, I s'pose. But If I
had my hands loose I'd make you take it b~ck, you ugly lookin'
redskin."
.
Then Yellow Bear smiled in true Indian fashion, which was
a queer sort of a smile, to say the least about it.
"Pretty soon the palefaces will die," went on the Apache
chief. "But they will make fun for Yellow Bear's braves first.
Then, when the life is almost out of them, they shall be
burned at the stake!"
"Goi>1' ter burn us, hey? Well, look out yo u don't get
fooled, chief. I've been l>urned at ther stake before, an' here
I am, alive an' hearty."
"I knowed that's what would be our end," groaned the old
guide, putting on a r esigned expression.
"There you go-croakin' ag'in 1 " observed Jack, looking at
him contemptuously.
The other captive said not a word, but looked at Yellow
Bear with such a peculiar stare that the Indian walked a pace
or two nearer him.
As though he was not sure whether the man was awake or
sleeping, the chief drew his knife and pricked the skin on his
neck.
A tiny stream of blood trickled. down, but the man gave no
sign of feeling.
But a peculiar blaze came into his eyes, and. Jack Robedee
became satisfied that he had lost his reason.
.
Yellow Bear looked at him a moment In silence, and then
put his hand over the captive's heart.
It was beating fast enough, and becoming satisfied that the
man was one who could stand a great deal of pain without
flinching, the chief gave a grunt of satisfaction and walked
away.
Robedee was now more uneasy than he, had been since his
capture.
He felt that unless something extraordinary happened his
time was drawing near.
The Apaches now began gathering a supply of dry wood and
placing it in a huge pile a few feet from the captives.
Both Jack and the old guide .knew what that signified.
The red fiends were getting ready to torture and burn them.
Pretty soon two stalwart bucks came along with a huge
stake that was sharpened at one end.
This they drove deep into the ground, leaving about four
feet of it above the ground.
When this was done, Yellow Bear, with all his gorgeous
finery and trappings on, appeared on t.he scene.
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"That's what they are, Wild!" answered Charlie. "Don't
Then one of the old men of the tribe began beating on an
like a drum, and the braves you think I had better go a little way with you?"
"Well, yes. Jim, we will need some one to have the horses
Yellow Bear held up his hand for silence and addressed ready for us in a hurry. I don't suppose you would mind attending to that part of it, would you?"
his followers briefly in the language of their tribe.
"I'll do just as you want me to, Wild," was the quick anThis done, he turned and walked over to the big teepee
swer. "If you think I can help you by looking out for the
where the female captives were.
As he pulled the flap aside the light from the blazing fire horses while you and Charlie go ahead, all right."
"Good! · Just be on the lookout for us, then. Two quick
'.in the center of the camp shone full upon the helpless women
·
shots will mean that we are hard pressed."
and children inside.
Jim Dart nodded his head.
Yellow Bear looked over their faces carefully, and then,
While he would have no doubt liked to accompa.ny Wild,
·with a grunt of pleasure, stepped aside and took one of the
he did not tell him so.
!girls by her shoulders and lifted her to her feet.
He was aware of the fact that Cheyenne Charlie was an
It was Arietta!
The poor girl knew not what fate was in store for her, but adept at such things, though he could hardly be beaten at it
himself.
she did not open her lips.
But it was not the nature of Jim to find fault with anything
She was fa-1· more brave than most girls.
"Paleface squaw with the head of gold must go to Yellow that Young Wild West said or did.
;ire quickly caused the three horses to lie down, and then sat
Bear's teepee," he grunted, and then he pulled her outside.
Arietta did not struggle to get away from him. She knew down beside them, while his two companions hastened for the
woods that were less than a hundred yards distant.
how useless it would be.
Young Wild West could not have chosen a better time to
As frightened as · she was, she knew that it would be better
pay a visit ,t o the camp of the Indians.
1
fcr her to do as he wanted her to.
While the war dance was going on even the sentries lost
· She would assert herself as only a plucky girl can.
Taking her in his powerful arms, the chief carried her to their watchfulness, and became interested.
As soon as they reached the edge of the timber Cheyenne
his teepee, which was less than a dozen yards distant.
He quickly deposited her on a pile. of skins, and then, with Charlie got behind a tree, and Wild crept straight for the fire
that was blazing so brightly a few yards further on.
another grunt, left the teepee and placed a brave on guard.
It was comparatively easy work, for the Indians were so inAll this was done without the knowledge of the male capterested in the proceedings that they were off their guard
tives, who had been doomed to die at the stake.
It had not taken Yellow Bear more than two minutes to almost entirely.
The Indians who had been placed at the edge of the patch
transfer the girl to his own teepee.
lt must have been that he had decided to make her his of the woods on all sides had become so interested in what
squaw, and was going to r..llow the rest to be picked by his was taking place that they had drawn themselves in a little,
so as to get a view of what was going on.
subordinates.
Wild was creeping softly along, dodging from one tree to
Anyhow, he appeared to be very well satisfied with what he another, when suddenly one Qf the sentinels stepped from a
lhad done, and when he walked back to the stake he put on clump of bushes and fell sprawling over him.
his most important air.
He swung his hand around and got the redskin by the
He gave a signal and the rude drum began to sound again. throat before he could utter a cry of warning.
Then the braves and bucks proceeded to execute their war
Then a fierce struggle began in the darkness-right within
dance around the trees that the prisoners were tied to.
two hundred feet of the center of the camp.
They jumped about like so many demons, pricking themThe fearful din made by the screeching warriors and the
·selve!? with sharp sticks and uttering their savage cries until pounding of the drum was the only thing that saved Young
the night became hideous.
Wild West just then.
The sight was awe-inspiring, and sickening, as well.
The Indian was doing his level best to make all the noise he
time
that
by
and
minutes,
This lasted for perhaps fifteen
possibly could, even though his wind was shut off.
the dancing fiends were well nigh exhausted.
Wild had a grip of irdn, and he now realized that his only
But the real fun for the Apaches was now about to begin.
hope of quieting the Apache lay in his strangling him.
Two of them stepped up and cut the bonds of the man who
He kept squeezing upon the copper-hued throat with his
had lost his mind and seized him, to drag him to the stake.
right hand, while his left was busy in stopping the redskin
At that very instant Jack Robedee felt the thongs that from using a weapon on him.
bound him to the tree loosen, and then he realized that his
In vain the Apache strove to break Wild's hold.
He might just as well have tried to butt down one of the
hands were free.
big trees {n the little timber patch.
Young Wild West had more at stake than the Indian had.
The redskin had only his life to fight for, but Wild was fightCHAPTER IV.
ing for his own and several others.
"ARIETTA IS GONE!"
"You have got to die, you red fiend!" Wild whispered in the
doomed fellow's ear. "Your race is run! You have scalped
As Young Wild West and his two partners neared the camp the last paleface you ever will in this world! "
He put on an extra squeeze to emphasize his words, and
of the Indians they suddenly heard a sound like the beating
then the redskinned son of the wilderness suddenly became
of a drum.
limp and ceased his struggles.
Our hero knew what it was the instant he heard it.
A few seconds later he released his grip and moved from
'· Something of importance is about to take place over there,"
he said. "They are probably getting ready to torture their the spot.
captives."
The unearthly din suddenly ceased, and it was a good thing
"That's jest what they are up to," declared Cheyenne Char- for our hero that it had not done so before.
The daring boy felt that he must hurry if he would accomlie. "We had better hurry up a little so's we kin be in time
plish anything.
to do what we kin to save 'em."
He crept around a little hillock, and then he saw by the aid
"We may as well make up our minds that we are going to
have a lively scrimmage," remarked Dart, as he urged his of the firelight the pale faces of the three men tied to the
horse forward to keep pace with the Prince of the Saddle, who trees.
Wild could easily discern the features of Jack Robedee, and
was now riding swiftly through the timber.
As they rapidly neared the Apache camp the din increased, he could tell that he was suffering great mental agony.
He could tell, too, that the old guide was trying hard to
and that made them feel certain that something was going to
happen to the prisoners that would not be good for their resign himself to bis fate.
The face of the other capt ive, though very pale, was a puzzle
henlth.
They were soon so near tliat our hero knew that it would to the boy.
The two eyes seemed sunk deeply into his h ead, and they
not do to proceed any further with the horses.
glowed like coals of fire.
"Dismount!" he said, in a low tone.
It was only a fleeting glance that took all this in.
Th "Y quickly did so.
Then Wild began creeping for a point behind the captives.
'"Ne w, then , I am going to try and steal right inside the
As he was inside the guard line, this was r.ot a difficult
lines of the redskins," he went on. "Just hear that noise!
thing to do.
The fiends are having a regular war dance."

instrument that was something
!began·
flocking to the scene. ·
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telling them to proceed in a certain direction, Wild ran around
All he had to do was to proceed without any noise.
He covered the ground pretty fast, for he knew just how to where the horses were.
He got there in time to see Jack and the guide leading off
to get over the twigs and through the bushes without making
a whole lot of them.
a cracking sound.
But the noise made by the animals soon attracted the atIn less than a minute he was right behind the big tree that
tention of the Indians.
Jack and the old guide were bound to.
That broke the spell.
It was at this moment that the two Indian braves stepped up
Instantly they made the discovery that the other two pristo the crazed captive and put him at the stake.
oners were gone.
As they cut him loose Wild did the same thing for Jack.
With loud yells they began darting hither and thither.
He expected Robedee would stay there in the same position
Crack! Crack!
until it came his turn to be bound to the stake.
Young Wild West and Jack Robedee began firing now.
And it is most likely that Jack meant to, but something
The old scout had no weapons, but he was on the back of
happened just then that changed the entire proceedings.
The prisoner who had refrained so long from saying any- one of the horses, with the halters of four more in his hands,
thing suddenly let out a yell that went through the woods like and heading him in the' direction where Cheyenne Charlie was
waiting for them, Wild hit the animals with a stick and
an electric shock.
started them off.
His madness had taken on a new form.
Then he quickly assisted Jack on another horse and started
With superhuman strength he flung the two Apaches from
•
him as though they had been mere children, and then began him off with some more of them.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
running and tumbling about, all the while uttering bloodHe fired into a bunch of about a dozen of the approaching
curdling shrieks that ended in hysterical bursts of laughter.
redskJns and scattered them as if by magic.
Young Wild West realized instantly what this meant.
Then he leaped upon the back of a horse that he promptly
"He is as crazy as a March hare!" he muttered. "Well, it
recognized as that ·b elonging to Cheyenne Charlie's wife and
is bad for him, but very good for us."
brought up the rear of the escaping party.
An Indian has a strange fear for a person who is mad.
The boy knew there was going to be a hard time of it, but
He will not lift a hand against any such, or attempt to stay
he did not falter.
him.
The captives would stand a show, providing they all ~oti
Yellow Bear and his braves knew what was the trouble with
mounted.
the captive as soon as our hero did.
Bang! Bang!, Bang!
Instantly all was confusion in the entire camp.
The Apaches were working in earnest now, and the bullets
The braves and bucks dodged out of the way of the poor
fellow and let him go with the wonderful performance he was flew around our young hero in a shower.
Th.e re was nothing left ·to do but to get away as quickly as
unconsciously giving them.
possible, so he urged his horse forward as fast as it could get
Wild quickly severed the bonds of the old guide.
the trees.
between
low
a
in
'· Creep away and get a horse, if you can," he said,
Crack! Crack! Bang! Bang! Bang!
tone.
The Apaches were shooting in eveffy direction, bound, it
Jonah Brown was a.mazed when he heard the words and
seemed, to hit some one.
felt his thongs drop to the ground.
changed
quick'ly
very
he
but
lost,
as
up
himself
He had given
Just then the shrill notes of a bugle rang out!
his mind now.
It was a welcome sound to our escaping friends, and the
He moved around the tree instantly and headed for the
next instant the voice of Jack Robedee rang out in a burst of
horses that were tethered off to the right.
cheering.
Then everybody but Wild JOined in.
"Jack, where are the girls?" Wild whispered, as Robedee
slipped around the tree.
The young Prince of the Saddle was too busy to cheer just
'· In that big teepee over there," and the scout with the wonth en.
derful cork leg promptly pointed out the place.
He was using all his time in picking off the redskins with
The madman was keeping up his antics, and the Apaches
his revolver.
were watching him in superstitious awe.
But they did not follow him more than a second after the
Not eYen the chief was paying the least attention to the
bugle call reached their ears.
other two prisoners.
A troop of cavalry had reached the scene, and they knew it
As the crazy fellow started to turn somersaults and cartwheels about the open space, Wild headed for the big teepee. only too well.
Wily Yellow Bear, the old chief, knew that it would not do
He got behind it with little trouble, while Robedee followed
for him to tarry there now.
the guide to the horses.
He gave the command, and soon the redskins were riding
·wild promptly set to work with his knife and cut an openaway from the little grove as fast as their mustangs and poing between the poles that supported the rude structure.
" Don't utter a sound!" he whispered. "I have come to save nies would take them.
They did not even stop long enough to take all their belongyou! It is I, Young Wild West."
In spite of the injunction, many smothered cries of joy came ings.
Meanwhile, the women and children had .gotten well out of
to his ears.
'fhe boy knew that he had no time to waste, so he went the woods and Cheyenne Charlie was conducting them to the
right to work, cutting the thongs that held them helpless and spot where Jim Dart had been left with the horses.
The shooting made the scout grit hard on his teeth, for he
pushing th m out through the opening.
It was dark in there, and he could not distinguish one from knew that Wild must be in a pretty tight place.
But it was his duty just then to get the rescued captives
anothel'.
"Keep up your courage, Et!·• he whispered. "We are going to a safe place.
As the f)rin_g increased two horsemen burst from the woods,
to get away from the red demons!"
"Thank heaven!" exclaimed the voice of Cheyenne Charlie's and the voice of Jack Robedee rang out:
"Hello, Charlie!"
.
wife.
"This way!" answered the scout, and then Jack and the old
Wild had no time to think it strange that his sweetheart
guide dashed upon the scene, with the horses following them.
had not answered him.
The women and children were being hustled on the backs of
He probably imagined that she was outside.
The crazy man was now getting in worse than ever, and the the animals when the bugle rang out.
"Hooray!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, and he wheeled around
Apaches stood watching him as though spellbound.
His strength was marvelous to them, and they were waiting and started to meet Wild.
He did not have to run but a few steps before he heard him
to see the end, which they knew must soon come.
And it did come just as Wild pushed the released prisoners coming.
Our hero had ceased firing, as he could no longer see an Inahead of him through the bushes.
The poor fellow uttered a long-drawn wail of despair and dian to shoot at.
The troop of cavalry was only a short distance away now,
flung himself face downward into the blazing fire.
He lay perfectly still, and then it was that the medicine but Wild suggested that they ride right on until they met
Jim.
men of the tribe started in on a weird sort of chant.
The re&t joined in, to a man, while the escaping prisoners I Luckily, enough horses had been brought from the Apache
I camp to allow all hands to ride, and they went on at a sharp
hastened to get out of the radius of light.
By dodging from one tree to another they soon did this, and ! trot.
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Two minutes later they were met by the troopers and Jim
Dart.
Young Wild West quickly told the captain of the cavalrymen what the trouble was.
Bidding the r escued party to follow them, the gallant bluecoats headed for the little grove.
Just then Wild thought of his pretty sweetheart.
"1Vhere is Et?" he asked Eloise Gardner.
"Ob,,. answered the girl, with tearful eyes. "The Apache
chief 1rck her away from us just before you came. Arietta is
bO!l~! ..

CHAPTER V.
AillETTA IN THE APACHE VILLAGE.

When Arietta heard the fierce, unearthly yells of the madman she knew not what had happened, :md tremblingly she
"listened.
The only thing that she could conjecture was that the 'Indians were burning the male prisoners alive, and her heart
went out in sympathy for them.
But she could do nothing, bound band foot, as she was.
She even forgot about her own perilous position and listened anxiously.
The1·e were no sounds but the horrible screeching of the
poor fellow who had los t his reason, and, knowing as much
as she did of the ways of Indians, she wondered what it all
meant.
It was not until the firing began that she realized there
was hope for her to escape.
The faster the shooting became the more she felt that
Young Wild West was coming to r escue her.
But suddenly the firing died out. as quickly as the shrieks
of the madman had, a nd then she 11eard the sound of running
feet and the trampi11g of horses.
The next moment Yellow Bear burst into the teepee and
hurriedly gathered her in his powerful arms.
A brave quickly threw a heavy blanket over her head and
smothered the cry that came from her lips.
Then, from the excitement and keen disappointment , she
felt, the brave girl swooned.
While she was one of the bravest girls that ever rode a
mustang pony in the wild ~est, there was a limit to her endurance.
And perhaps it was just as well that she fainted, for during
the time that had elapsed before she came to she was being
carried furth er and further away from the dashing young hero
she loved so foatlly, and that much angu ish was spared her.
When Arietta returned to consciousness it did not take her
long to realize that she was being held on a horse's back and
tha t the animal was loping a long at a good gait.
By a great effort she managed to get her head from beneath
the blanket, and then it was that she uttered a loud scream
for help.
··Paleface squaw shut up!" cried a guttural voice, which she
had no difficulty in recognizing as that belonging to Yellow
Bear, the Apache chief.
'·Let me go, you copper-colored scoundrel!'' cried the girl,
her old spirit returning as if by magic. "You will be sorry
for this-you will die for it!"
"Paleface squaw's voice sounds like the music of the birds
on th2 hillside," the chief answered. "Yellow Bear is proud
of her, for she has the courage of the squaws of my tribe.
She makes the heart of Yellow Bear beat faster, for, as the
palefaces say, he is in love with her, and the medicine man
sha ll make her his squaw.•·
"Never!" cried the girl, strnggling to s lip from his grasp
and slide to tho ground.
"The paleface maiden with the head of gold will not say
that when she gets to the village of the Apaches. It is a long
ri de, and when she gets there she will have a bed of the softest
geese down to sleep upon; the smell of the mountain flowers
shall hang over her, and the milk of the goat shall be fed to
her from a cup that is made of gold."
Arietta said nothing to this.
She knew how useless it was, so she concluded to wait as
patiently as she could for Wild to come and rescue her.
"The soldiers from the fort are after Yellow Bear and his
b,~,ves, .. went on the chief. "But they cannot catch them.
Tiir paleface maiden has no chance to get away; she must
go to the village of the Apaches and be the squaw of Yellow B2ar. Ho wil l make her bis favorite wife. He can talk to
h er in the language of her race, and when he comes home
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every day and tells her how much he loves her it will not be
long before she will lay her golden head on his breast and say:
'The paleface maiden loves Yellow Bear, and she will be his
squaw and make him happy."
Of course this was maddening to the poor girl, but' she bore
up under it marvelously.
All night long the Indians rode, and it was not until their
ponies gave out that they came to a halt among the foothills
of a mountain range.
Various braves had taken turns at carrying Arietta, so that
.
both the horses and riders could get rested.
It had been an awful pace that the red demons had kept up,
and when they found a snug place among the rocks, Yellow
Bear was glad to issue the order to halt and rest.
Though the redskins had been very careful after capturing
and destroying the wagon train, now that they knew they were
being followed by a troop of cavalry, they used the utmost
caution.
The endurance of an Apache is something wonderful, and
the horses they use can stand more than the ordinary saddlehorse.
Consequently, it did not take them long to recuperate, and
then the journey to the Indian village on the side of the mountain was resumed after a halt of an hour.
All day long the march was kept up, halts only being made
when it was extremely necessary.
Arietta suffered a great deal mentally, but she was keeping
up her nerve, true to her character.
It was a little after sunset when the Apache village was
reached.
The barking of many dogs was the first thing that apprised
the fair captive that the journey was about at an end; and it
was not more than two minutes after that the lights of many
blazing fires came to her view as they rounded a bend of the
rough trail that ran over the mountainside.
"Now let the soldiers from the fort come !" exclaimed Yellow Bear, striking himself on the chest and breathing out defiance. "It wlll take more of them than there is at the fort
to get the paleface maiden back."
Though the remark was a general one, it was particularly
addressed to Arietta.
The village must have been inhabited by at least a thousand
Indians, counting the squaws, papooses and children.
It was built on a level tract at the head of a wild gulch, and
was shielded on three sides. by lofty, pointed rocks, that -looked
like miniature mountain-peaks.
'l'here was only one way to reach the Apache village, and
that was by the way of the gulch, and as the last hundred
yards was decidedly uphill, the braves would have a good
chance to mow the enemy down as they came.
The band had reached the top of the hill when Yellow Bear
made the remark just quoted.
He was confident that it would take more than a thousand
of Uncle Sam's soldiers to capture the village, and he knew
that there were not that many within a hundred miles of the
place.
It was truly a beautiful country up ther e on the side of the
mountain.
The spring grass was' at least three inches high, and the
early wildflowers of that region were beginning to bloom on
all sides.
It was just high enough for the air to be pure and invigorating, and that was the main factor about the place, from the
view of the bunters and scouts who had been there /
Had it been daylight Arietta would have seen a very beautiful scene up there on the. s ide of the mountain, but it is
doubtful if she would have paid much attention to it.
She had only one thought' now, and that was of escaping
and reaching the protection of her young lover.
But when the band rode into the village her heart sank
within her.
It seemed like entering a prison from which there was no
·
chance of escape.
The barking of the dogs, the neighing of the horses, and
the shrill jargcn of the squaws that rang out above the guttural conversation of the br aves was very confusing to the
brave girl, and it required all her will power to keep up.
But she pulled through it all right, and a few minutes later
she was placed in the lodge of Yellow Bear, which was about
as gaudil y painted and trimmed as any in the village.
Arietta found three squaws in the lodge, one of whom was
rather young and pretty.
Neither of them appeared to be particularly pleased at seeing the white girl, but they said ncthing.
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But the eldest one of the three promptly stepped over and l went abou t and mingled as thongh they were all of one
family.
removed the captive's bonds.
Arietta took in everything, and finally her eyes r ested upon
"Thank you!" said Arietta.
The squaw could not speak English, but she und erstood that a stream of water that ran across the lower end of the plateau
the girl was grateful to her for having severed the thong_s and went plunging over a precipice near the one entrance to
the village.
that held her hands behind her.
The stream was a regular river, for it was easily a hundred
Arietta threw herself upon the pile of clean straw that had
evidently been placed there for her 1):lenefit, as . there was no feet in width. Though the eyes of many of the squaws and
o_ther clean straw inside the lodge, iµid the sq_uaws were sit- children were upon her, no one came .close to her.
Evidently they had received their orders fr.om Yellow Bear,
tmg on rather dirty looking skins and furs.
Then she burst into a flood of tears, which lasted probably who was the head chief of the Apache village.
The fresh air was invigorating to the girl, and, acting upon
five minutes.
By that time she grew quite calm again, and, turning to the impulse, she started in the direction of the stream.
When she had walked a hundred feet and found that she
squaws, she r emarked:
was not being followed, she began to grow hopeful.
·'Can any of you speak English?°"
"I will keep up my courage and do my best," she mur"Yes!" answered the youngest of them. "What does the
mured. "I may have a chance to get away from here if I am
paleface maiden with the fiery hair want?"
careful. Anyhow, I know Wild will come! He will come, in
'· I want to get away from here. Can you help me?"
spite of all the Apaches in the world!"
"You want to get away from here?"
Having relieved herself of these thoughts, she walked along
"Yes."
until she reached the bank of the running stream.
"We cannot help you! "
It looked more like a little lake from where she stood, for
"Are you a relative of Yellow Bear?" went on Arietta.
the waterfall below was h idden from her view around a bend.
"Yes, I am Moonlight, his third wife. 1•
As the brave girl cast her eyes up the stream she sighted a
"And the other two?"
birch-bark canoe with an Indian maiden engaged in fishing.
"Are his first and second wives."
One glance told her the occupant of the frail little craft was
"He says I am to be his wife, too, but I never will."
There was a smoky lantern, that the chief had become pos- Moonlight.
The young squaw was fishing with one hand and keeping
sessed of in some manner, hanging in the lodge, and by its
light Arietta now saw that the Indian maiden's eyes were the canoe from drifting toward the ,falls with the other by
using the paddle now and then.
blazing with a greenish luster.
She hauled in a fish just then, and Arietta became a little
She quickiy realized that Moonlight was jealous of her comexcited, and called out to her.
ing there.
Moonlight at once paddled for the shore.
''I will not become his squaw; I will die first," she went
"Does the paleface maiden with the fiery hair want to fish
on. "If Yellow Bear does not r eturn me to my people he will
be hunted until he is shot or starved . He will not live another with me?,. she asked, pleasantly.
"Yes," replied the fair captive of the Apaches. "But don't
moon."
call me the paleface maiden with the fiery hair any more; call
"Yellow Bear will not be shot or starved," retorted Moon- me Arietta. That is my name."
light. ''But you are right when you say that you will die be"Ar-i-et-ta," repeated Moonlight, slowly, so as to rememfor~ you become his squaw. Moonlight will see to that. She ber it.
will kill you before she lets you take her place! "
"Yes; that is my name."
"Thank you!" retorted Arietta.
"And the paleface brave you want to marry is Young Wild
'l'he young squaw looked at her in surprise. mean that?" West, you said last night?"
·
"Does the paleface. maiden with the fiei·y hair
"Yes."
she asked, doubtingly.
"Moonlight ;ias heard of Young Wild West. He has been in
"Yes! When you are satisfied that nothing else will pre- Arizona before. The redmen fear him, because he is a great
vent my becoming the fourth wife of Yellow Bear, I want you brave, and never misses when he shoots."
to put an end to me. Be sure and do it quickly, too. I would
"Yes; he never misses when he shoots. He will come to
rather die a thousand times than become the squaw of a dirty, take me away before two more suns."
cruel and horrible Indian chief. If I cannot become the bride
Moonlight. shook her head.
of Young Wild We~t I will be the bride of Death!"
"The Apaches are as thick as the leaves on the trees; they
The .girl lifted her hand as she said this, and the eyes of will kill and scalp him if he comes," she answered.
Moonlight softened.
"Wait and see!" exclaimed Arietta.
"Rest, paleface maiden," she said, pointing to the straw.
"Sleep' I have been with the palefaces a great deal, and I
know their ways. Sleep makes them feel better when their
CHAPTER VI.
hearts are troubled ."
·'Is it not so with the Apache maidens?" asked Arietta, beTHE THREE PROSPECTORS.
coming interested.
'· Not so," was the reply. "When I have troubles· I don't
want to sleep, for when I close my eyes I dream· of my
On the night that Yellow Bear and his band of Apache
troubles, and then I awake apd seize my knife. Then those warriors marched to their village with pretty Arietta Murdock
I hate must look out!·•
a prisoner among them, three men were seated near a blazing
campfire playing cards and smoking at a distance of less than
Arietta said no more.
But she came to the conclusion that it would be better to be ten miles from the Indian village.
They were prospectors in hard luck, but they had weapons
on friendly terms with the young squaw than to excite · her
and a pretty good supply of ammunition, so they were in no
jealousy.
danger of starving.
It was some time before sleep visited the fair captive.
They were evidently used to roughing it, for they were takBut she was worn out from the long march over the plain
ing things very easy on this particular night.
and up the rugged mountain-side, and it came at last.
'iVhen they first sat down to play euchre in the early eveShe slept soundly, too, and the sun was well up when she
ning they did so to pass the time away, but as this kind of a
a woke the next morning.
At first the girl could not imagine where she was, or what game gradually grew irksome, one of them suggested that
had happened, but when she raised her elbow and saw her they play for something.
"What have we got to play for?" asked Simon Buff, who
surroundings it all came to her like a flash .
She . was alone in the lodge, too, and without the least hesi- wore a red shirt ana a buckskin coat that was so short for him
tation she arose to her feet and walked out into the open that the shirt showed up like a red stripe around his waist.
"We ain't got no money in particular, so what are we goin'
air.
Then it was that she was looking upon a novel, not to say ter play fur?"
"We'll put up our shovels an' picks an' pans," said Dick
picturesque, sight.
The teepees and lodges of the Apaches were pitched here, Zahn, the fellow who had made the suggestion. "We are in
there and everywhere, without the least degree of uniformity. the hardest kind of lu ck, an' one of us might as well have all
Many of them were painted in fancy colors, but the ma- we got."
"I'll agree,·· said the other, who went by the name of Slack.
jol'ity of them 'l\' ere of plain skin. nncl very dirty looking.
Children, horses and dogs seemed to be plentifu.\, and they . "l made up my mind when we camped here that I wasn't
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goin' to lug my tools around much longer. , Since ther blamed ther scrape all right. But just now it is every one fur himold pack-horse had ter go an' die it has been hard, work, I self. It's my hoss, an' that's all there is to it."
kin tell yer ! '!
.
The man did not once think that he would get the blame
"All right," said Simon Buff. "We'll play fer ther whole for the horses being dead, but kept ,right on, hurrying to get
'business at once, then. Ther man what wins ther tools kin as far away as possible before they awoke.
call himself a lucky man-I don't think."
. It was not many minutes after when the others awoke.
All three of them smiled at this , and then after little more
But it took them several minutes before they fully realized
talk on the subject it was decided that the man who got ten that Dick Zahn had left them.
points in the game of euchre first should take all the prosThey looked at each other in silence for the space of a moipecting tools of the three and for ever hold possession of them, ment, when they were certain of what had happened.
,or throw them away where no one could have any use for
"Simon," said Slack, "I didn't think it of Dick to do that."
1 "Nor I, Slack," was the reply.
them, if he saw flt.
The game started, and Dick Zahn made three points at the
"He's drove ther hosses over ther precipice an' then rid off,
first deal.
leaving us ter git out of ther mountains as best we kin!"
"I guess I'm goin' ter win ther outfit,'' he remarked, with a
"That's jest what he has did."
,
laugh.
"Well," said Slack, slapping his thigh to emphasize what
1 "You ain't won it yet," answered Slack. "Don't crow too he said, "any man that would do a thing like that ought to be
soon."
shot on sight."
But Zah,n had not crowed too i,oon, as it proved, for he won
"That's what I say,"
the game before either of his opponents had scored five points.
"Then that's got to be his fate when we set eyes on Dick
"All right, " he exclaimed, "ther things are mine now. If Zahn."
we should strike it rich now you fellers wouldn't have a thing
"Yes."
Ito work with."
"Put your hand there!"
"Oh, I reckon you would lend us ther tools ter get at it,"
The two shook hands to seal their compact, and then they
observed Simon Buff.
turned their attention to cooking their breakfast.
"Would I? Well, I'll show you about that. Them picks an'
"It air a wonder he didn't take ther bear meat, " remarked
shovels an' pans an' things belongs to me now, don't they? " Slack. "Any one as mean as he's been would most likely do
"Every bit of 'em."
worse."
"Good!"
"He could have chucked our guns an' pistols over ther cliff,
There was a deep precipice near by, and, getting up from too, if he had wanted to."
the fire, Zahn began picking up the tools and throwing them
"Well, n ever mind. He's gone an' left us in ther lurch, an'
over it.
that's enough to settle his hash, if we ever set eyes on him.
He did not stop until he had tossed the last one over, while Dick Zahn is a scoundrel, which I never thought he was
his two companions sat there and grinned, as though they afore."
thought it was a good joke.
The two men finished their breakfast in a rather downThe fact was, they were completely discouraged, as far as hearted way.
finding any gold was concerned, and they longed to get back
Then they picked up their blankets and weapons and started
to civilization.
off, for just where they did not know.
For over a month they had been roughing it in the moun"We'll foller ther trail of Dick Zahn!" exclaimed Simon
tains, and now they were just reckless enough to let their Buff, suddenly, as he caught sight of the footprints of a
tools go.
horse's hoofs.
Not long after the tools had been thrown away the fire was
"That's right," thought his companion. "I never thought
replenished with some brush and a couple of logs to make it of that."
last till morning, and they turned in to sleep.
It was quite easy to do this, since the trail was quite a
They had not been disturbed by man or beast since they plain one.
had been in the mountains, and their good luck was with them
Zahn had not undertaken to cover his tracks in the least.
:,,ret.
He was simply trying to leave his compan_ions in the lurch.
Dick Zahn was the first to get up the next morning.
When the two men had followed the trail for about an hour
He was not in a very joyous frame of mind, as they had they suddenly came to a running stream that was deep and
nothing for breakfast but some bear meat which had been quite widE:.
•
killed the day before.
'
"I wonder what river this runs into?" Slack remarked.
Their supply of salt was getting low, too, and as the only
"I don't know," replied Buff, "but it gives me an idea."
pocket compass they had brought with them was broken, they
"What's ther idea?"
knew not which direction to take to get to the nearest mining
"Well, ther chances are thet it runs into some river, don't
town.
it?"
As the man looked around he suddenly became aware of the
" I reckon that's right."
fact that two of the horses were missing.
"An' there's likely to be a town along a river somewheres."
A closer look showed him that the lariats they had been
"Sure thing," and Slack nodded.
tied with stretched right out in the directidn of the precipice
"Well, it seems that Dick Zahn is follerin' this streamhe had thrown the prospecting tools over.
for there goes his trail right along ther bank. Why can't we
A fringe of rich grass grew near the edge of the dangerous make a raft an' drift down it? "
place, and that told the story.
"Jingo! You're right!"
"That's tough," muttered the prospector, shaking his head,
"I ain't so Slack as you, am I?"
sadly. "It was dark when we struck this place last night,
"I reckon not! But what's in a name, as ther poet says."
an' we let ther horses have too much rope-leastwise, two of
"·That's so~ I was only jokin' ! "
'em had too much. They must have went after that grass an'
"Here's plenty oftrees around here. I reckon they'll float."
slipped over the edge."
"Of course they will. A couple of 'em tied tog\ther will be
He went close to the edge of the precipice, and, dropping just ther thing, I r eckon."
upon his stomach, peered over.
"Well, out- knives are good an' sharp, an' I guess we kin
Both the lariats had been cut off on the jagged rock they cut 'em off ter suit. That there stream runs a good deal faster
had been drawn over, and over a hundred feet below he saw than we kin walk."
the mangled remains of the unfortunate animals, the carrion
"I know that. An' look how much easier we kin get along;
birds already picking at them.
an' it's almost a sure thing that we'll strike some place afore
"Well, I'll be jiggered!" he exclaimed, and then he sat on we've been sailin' a day."
the ground and scratched his head in a thoughtful manner.
"That's right. "
"Well, there's only one thing left fur me ter do. It's my
The two at once began the work of constructing a raft. .
horse what's a.live over there, an' though it seems kinder hard,
They found a good sized-tree that had been struck by lightI've got to t ake him an' skedaddle. If I stay here there's bound ning at some former time.
Ito be t rouble over it, an' there'll be shootin' done. No! It is
It had been torn out by the roots and was badly split and
my horse, an' I am goln' ter take him an' light out."
torn from the top down.
Having decided upon this course, the man stepped softly
But it still held together, and half an hour's work r elieved
,ver to the unti ed remaining horse.
it of the limbs that projected from it.
Then he quickly saddled and bridled him and mounted.
Two logs that were dry and hard were found and dragged
" Good-by, boys! " he said, softly. "I hope you get out of to the edge of the water.
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Then a wild grapevine answered the purpose to tie them to- troopers dismounted and examining the deserted camp of the
Indians.
gether, after which they were rolled into the water.
Wild, too, dismounted, thinking that it might be that AriIt took them about two hours to make the raft, and when
it was all done they tested it and found that it would float so etta had been slain by the red fiends.
But not a trace of her could be found.
they need not get themselves a bit wet.
"The chief must have concluded to make her his squawWhen they were ready to start they cut a pole apiece to
that is the only way I can account for his taking her awayl
keep their ungainly craft away from the bank.
Then they embarked, trusting to luck that they would be from the other prisoners," he remarked. "Well, I will find ,
out what the captain of the cavalry intends to do, and them
carried along to civilization.
trailj
As it had been but a trifle after sunrise when they awoke I will start on the crimson trail. I called it a crimsonnow."
and found their companion gone, it was still quite early in from the start, and we may as well stick to that name
A talk with the captain gave him the information that the
the morning.
When the raft once got the full force of the current they troopers were on their way to Good Luck canyon.
This was the place where Peter Goff, the father of Robedee's:
found it went much faster than they had figured on.
wife, lived, and was the destination of our friends, and also
"S'pose we strike a waterfall?" remarked Slack.
"If we find we're getting near one we'll swing one end that of the wa~on train.
But it seemed that but few of the hardy men who had hoped
around and get ashore," replied his companion. "That will
to better their fortunes at the gold fields were destined to get,
be easy enough."
, ·
there.
"That's so."
They had all suffered death at the hands ·of the Apache!,
The raft drifted along for an hour, and the two men rather
save Young Wild West and hi.s partners and Jonah Brown,
enjoyed it.
Once they stopped it, and found that the trail of the horse the old guide.
And these survivors of the dreadful massacre were left withl
was following the bank still.
Though they were now in pretty good humor, they still the women and children on their hands.
Our hero thought a moment, and then, when he found that
meant to shoot Dick Zahn on sight.
A few minutes later they noticed that the stream was be- the trail of the Apaches Jay in the direction they had been
traveling, he decided on a plan of action.
ginning to widen.
"Captain," said he, addressing the officer in command of!
Then they saw a high, rocky wall not far ahead.
to
But as the stream ran on through a wide rift in this, they the troopers, "if you will conduct the ladies and children
the mining town of Good Luck Canyon, which is not much
did not think anything strange of it.
·• I've got a notion that we're goin' ter strike a minin' town more than a hundred miles from 'here, we will follow the trail
pretty soon, Slack," said Simon Bufl'. "It seems to me that I of the Indians, and try and rescue my sweetheart. It maytohap-:
go,
pen that they have gone in· the same direction you want
kin smell meat cookin' now."
and in that case you can take up the trail and come on after
"I hope you are right," was the reply.
in safety."
The raft whirled along through a rift in the rocks, and just us as soon as you have placed those in your charge
"All right," answered the captain. "It will be as you say,
as it did so they heard some one shouting to them.
you get
Turning, they beheld Dick Zahn seated on the l>ack of his Young Wild West. You can depend upon us to help
sent out to 1
horse on the bank of the river, unable to go any further in the young lady away from the redskins. We were
kill or capture all Apaches we found to be on the warpath,
that direction unless he took to the water.
orAs quickly as they could the two men swung their rifles to with our ultimate destination as Good Luck Canyon, wheresight!
ders would be waiting for us. I propose to get within
their shoulders.
of the town and then send the guide into the town with the
Crack! Crack!
and take the trail
They both fired, but before they could note the effect of their women and children, so we can turn back
That would
shots they were whisked through the rift and found themselves without receiving orders to something contrary.
floating along on the surface of what seemed to be a little be obeying orders, you know."
"Yes, that is so."
lake.
Wild and his three partners now took hasty leave of the
Then it was that the two forgot all about the sudden apgirls and set out ahead of the cavalry to try and find missing
pearance of the man whom they regarded as their enemy.
Arietta.
Net far ahead of them they beheld a birchbarlc canoe with
The four had good horses, and they soon left the cavalry far 1
white girl and an Indian squaw in it.
Simon Buff and Slack had reached the village of the behind them.
The trail left by the Apaches was as plain as day, so they,
Apaches!
had no difficulty in following it.
But the red fiends had got a goo.d half hour's start of them,
and that made some sharp work ahead of them, if they in- I
CHAPTER VII.
tended to overtake them that night.
And, even if they did overtake them, they would have to be
HOT ON THE TRAIL.
mighty careful, or they would be discovered.
It would not pay to be caught by the Indians now, so Wild,
Young Wild West was thunderstruck when Eloise said that
said.
Arietta was gone.
It was about midnight that they came upon one of the
For the first time, it occurred to him that his sweetheart
had not answered him when he had called her name in the Apaches, who was wounded, and had become a straggler some
half mile in the rear of the column.
teepee at the Apache camp.
Wounded as he was, the redskin tried to put up a fight, using)
The startling news staggered him.
his knife, as his rifle had been Jost at the fight in the camp.'
"Gone!·• he echoed.
Cheyenne Charlie quickly dispatched him, when he found
"She is not here!•· Jim Dart exclaimed, as he hurriedly went
that it was dangerous to get too close to him.
from one of the rescued captives to another.
Then they took the pony with them and kept on.
Jim was as much astonished as Wild was, so were Cheyenne
When the Apaches stopped to rest the next morning our
Robedee.
Jack
and
Charlie
The boy's three partners did not know what to say to com- friends were in sight of them.
Wild was feeling a little easier now, as the trail led almost
fort him.
lay.
But Young Wild West was not one of the sort to give way. in the same direction as Good Luck Canyon
If it continued that way he ltnew it would not be many
"I am going to find and rescue her, boys!" he exclaimed,
when Eloise Gardner had told him just how the Apache chief hours before the cavalry would be on hand.
Wild went out on a little scouting expedition while the Inhad come and carried Arietta out of the teepee. "I am going
were resting, but they had placed a double guard around!
dians
fire!"
and
blood
through
ride
to
have
L
if
trail,
the
to follow
and it was impossible for him to get near enough
camp,
their
Charlie.
Cheyenne
cried
you!"
with
go
will
we
"And
of Arietta.
glimpse
a
catch
to
"Won't we,·boys?"
He was willing to take almost any kind of risk, but with a
"Yes, and we will stick to you until the last!" declared
score of Apaches watching out in every direction, he knew itl
Dart.
would be hopeless for him to even think of reaching the camp.
Robedee.
said
will!"
we
'·You bet
"It will be much easier to wait till they get to their vil'·Let us follow the cavalry!·" called out our hero, .who was
he thought. "But I hope they will not harm Et! If 1•
lage,"
the
rescue
to
out
set
-first
he
when
been
had
he
as
cool
as
now
do-"
they
captives.
He raised his right hand and gritted upon his teeth.
He led the way back into the patch of woods and found the
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It was maddening to him to think of what might happen.
But Young Wild West knew as much about the habits of
~he North American Indian as any man living, and when he
tame to think it over he was quite positive that his sweetheart
would be safe for a while.
If the Apache chief had picked her up for his squaw he
would surely give her a chance to try and learn his ways and
·
/resign herself to her fate.
When Wild carne back to his partners after his fruitless atltempt to learn or see anything he was as cheerful as when he
lset out.
A few minutes of thinking had done a great deal for him.
So the trail was followed all that day.
Every now and then a few spots of blood could be seen on
the green grass, showing that some of the Apaches were badly
ounded, and that the fierce pace they were keeping up was
•
elling on them.
It was indeed a crimson trail!
When night fell our friends were about a mile behind the
.
redskins.
They kept right on, however, riding along with the utmost
•
lcaution.
Presently they reached the natural gateway to the level
~pot on which stood the Indian village.
, Wild saw that they could go no further just then, as a number of guards were left there to watch.
"They think the cavalry will pursue them here," he said to
is companions. "Well, they have a pretty good stronghold
p there, and I guess it would take a good force to whip them.
~ he th:ng has got to be done in a different wrry."
"Strategy, of course," observed Jim.
"Yes. One can do more toward getting Et out of the clutches
of the red fiends than a whole regimeht could just now."
"What do you propose to do?" asked Charlie.
"I don't know just yet. Give me time to think it over."
"Well, we had better hunt up a place to stop for a while,
then, hadn't we?"

E

"Yes."

They searched ab.out carefully in the darkness and soon
!Picked out snug quarters just off the edge of the gully, and
about on a level with the Indian village.
From here the redskins could be seen moving about in the
glimmer of the fires that were scattered around, while the barking of the dogs and the s-houting of the squaws and papooses
bould be heard · about as plainly as though they had been right
there.
"It can't be helpe(l, boys, " said Wild, after he had remained
~n silence several minutes. "It can't be helped, but there is
'no use of trying to do anything before morning. There is no
;way of getting into the village but to go through the gulch; I
·c an see that by the way the Apaches have got their guards
,itr ung out. In the dayligl::it I might find a way, but now it is
!impossible." .
"Couldn't one of us sneak up an' down one of ther measly
coyotes, an' then git his rig to make a disguise for you?"
asked Charlie, who was · anxious to do all he could to rescue
Arietta.
"See how close they are together and then judge whether
lt could be done," answered Wild.
The scout shrugged his shoulders.
He saw how impossible it looked.
But he was willing to try it, just the same.
"You had better let me take a crawl over there,., he said.
"All right, •· retorted our hero. "But don't get caught, what~ver you do. If that happens our chance of getting Et away
trom them will be worse than ever.··
"I won·t git caught."
With that Charlie started off through the darkness, leaving
h is three companions to fix up a place to pass the night.
Charlie was very earnest in his intentions.
He soon began to think that he could accomplish what he
hoped , after all.
H e had noted just where the nearest guards were stationed
before he set out on his perilous undertaking.
He knew he had to proceed with the utmost caution, so he
brough t all his knowledge of woodcraft to bear.
Steadily he made his way without making the least noise,
~nd as it was a very still night, it was more of a task than it
l,vould otherwise have been.
Th e spot our friends had selec·tecl to stop at was less than a
quarter of a mile from the place where the first line of guards
wa ::; stationed.
Cons quently, Charlie had not a great distance to cover,
providing he went in a straight line.
But this he did not do.
0
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He knew his business, and he went around, so in case he
came in contact with any of the Indians it would appear as
though he were approaching from another direction than
where his companions were.
One of the scout's many gifts was that he could imitate the
.
·
bark of the praii'ie wolf to perfection.
When he got within twenty yards of the nearest redskm
at the foot of the ascent, he gave a bark twice in succession,
and then wound up with a sort of howl.
It sounded ju st like a hungry wolf, and when a couple of
the Indians turned and looked that way he knew that they
•
thought it was.
H:e repeated the cry, and it was so natural that it was answered by some wolves who were hovering off to the left.
The next instant one of the Apaches began stealing softly
In the direction of the crouching scout.
Charlie gripped his bowie firmly, and waited with bated
,
breath.
Nearer ,came the Indian, holding his musket by the barrel,
,
as though he meant to club out the animal's brains.
When he was within ten feet of him Charlie tossed a stone
into a clump of bushes off to his left.
The ruse worked, for the Apache instantly leaped forward
and struck at the bushes with the butt of his gun.
.
•
Crash!
The blow struck nothing but the bushes, and then the redskin fell flat on his back, while a noise that sounded like the
snarl of an angry wolf rent the air.
It was the scout who had upset the Indian, and before he
could utter a yell of warning he had him by the throat.
Then there was a dull thud as his knife descended, and
in less than two seconds the headgear and blanket had been
ripped off the brave.
Luckil y for the scout, the other guards did not come that
way just then.
They did not take much interest in the prowling wolf, it
seemed.
Noticing this, Charlie was struck with a sudden idea.
There was a stream of running water right behind him, and,
seizing the dead brave by the arms, he dragged him to it.
Then he gave an imitation of a wolf fighting desperately
and pushed the body into the water.
There was a loud splash, and he started back for the place
where he had left his companions, highly elated at his success, for he knew he would not be apt to be caught now.
Two of the Indians walked that way to see what was the
trouble with their companion, but when they got to the edge
of the stream Charlie was far enough away to be out of immediate danger. He kept working his way along, and while the
redskins were searching for the missing guard he got a good
distance between him and them.
Then it was easy enough for him to work his way to the
place where he had left his three partners.
When he finally appeared among them with the headgear
and blanket of the Indian he had slain, there was more or less
of an air of triumph about him.
"You did fine, Charlie!" said ·wild. "We heard you imitate
the coyote and saw the brave come out. You fixed him, eh?"
"Yes, an' chucked his carcass in a creek where ther water
was runnin' like blazes! "
"I hear the roar of a cataract, speaking of water," spoke up
1
Jim. "I wonder where it is?"
"I hear it, too," answered the scout. "I think it is back
of where I chucked the redskin. Tber creek probably branches
from ther main stream where ther water comes down over
ther rocks.•·
After a while Young Wild West took up the blanket and
headgear and held them so he could see them in the starlight.
"These might do for a disguise," he said. "But it would
never do to go back there with it now. One of their number
is missing, and if I should go there disguised as a redskin they
would surely think I was the missing fellow, and then I would
be asked all manner of questions concerning what happened
to me."
"What.are you goin' ter do, then? .. asked the scout.
"After I have had a rest I think I will go off to the left
there, where the roar of the water comes from, and see if I
can't find a way to get upon that ridge that runs above the
village. It may be that there is a way that the Apaches have
never talrnn t he trouble to find . I have seen such things as
that in my time."
"That's right! So have I!" declared Robedee.
Wild did not wait long.
He was sure it was useless to try to get into the village by
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Then he could see into the village pretty well, but a single
glance told him that it would be naught but extreme foolha,rdiness to attempt to get there.
"I'll go back," he thought, "and then we will all come here
at daylight in the morning. That will be the time to try and
work into the camp."
He descended Into the gully and started to go back through
the passage.
But at the end of a couple of minutes he stopped still in his
tracks and looked a:bout in a puzzled way.
He could not find the mouth of the passage he had emerged
•
from.
"That is mighty queer!" exclaimed Wild. "I was never
1
fooled like this in my life! "
CHAPTER VIII.
-Then he tried again with the same result.
It was so dark in the gully that he had to feel his way, and
UNDER THE FALLS AND INTO THE VILJ..AGE. ,
i't soon dawned upon him that it would be only by chance that
Wild had indeed found a way to get into the Apache village Ile would find the passage.
After several minutes of fruitless search he went to the level
without going through the gulch.
The roaring of the cataract had atttacted him to the spot, above again.
Then he looked down.
and when he got there he saw that it was quite a big casBut it was as dark as a pocket below him, and he could
cade.
The water came down from a height of perhaps thirty feet not see anything but a big blur of inky blackness.
Wild grew somewhat nettled.
and fell upon a pile of jagged rocks at the bottom, then
It occurred to him that he should have marked the place
whirling off down a gentle incline and losing itself in innuin some way.
merable brooks in the distance.
Finally he turned his gaze in the direction of the entrance
Wild stood looking at the falling waters for the space of
to the rock-bound village.
several minutes.
The guards were so stationed that he thought it would be
The light of the stars shone full upon it, and it was like a
quite easy to get out that way.
glittering sheen of silver threads and sparkling diamonds.
He concluded to chance it.
"That is a pretty sight," he thought. "Oh, if Et were only
No sooner thought of than he set out to go that way.
here to enjoy it!"
It was quite easy ·to get to the gulch, as the guards were on
But there was no time for sentiment now, and he cast it
the watch for any one who might approach from the other end
from him.
of it.
Then he began making an examination of the place.
As the boy neared them he heard them talking excitedly
He walked close to the falls upon a big flat rock that was
among themselves.
wet from mist.
He thought, quite naturally, that they were talking about
There was a hollow in the face of the cliff that the water
the disappearance of the fellow Charlie had put out of the
'
poured over, and the rock ran "back into it.
Our hero walked back into the hollow and then found that way.
Watching his chance he crept along close to a wall of rock
it extended right under the faTiing water.
·
. There was nothing really strange about this, but someth!ng , and passed down into 'the gulch.
There were plenty of trees and bushes to shield him from
did seem more than peculiar to the boy as he stepped behm d
'
the falls.
view, and so long as the Indian guards· were jabbering away
He felt a draft of air that was blowing strongly right back excitedly he bad the best of opportunities.
cliff.
the
of
heart
toward the
Gradually he worked away from th em, and then finally
There was too much mist there to allow a match to l:>e reached
his three partners.
have found a way!"
"I
dithe
in
way
his
feeling
lighted, so Wild began cautiously
When he said this, Charlie, Jim and Jack were much elated.
rection the draught of air went.
"Where is it?" they asked In a breath.
He was puzzled, and that made him curious to kn.ow what
"Under the waterfall."
it all meant.
·
"What!,,
Stooping down, he reached out with his knife to see if the
"That is right. I went right under the waterfall into a pasrock was solid before him.
sage and got through into a gully on the other side of the
It was, and it ran with a slight ascent.
He felt his way along a little further, and then came to the narrow ridge."
conclusion that he would try and light a match.
"You did?"'
Holding it under his coat to keep it out of the draught, he
"Yes, but I could not find my way back in the same manner,
managed to strike it.
though."
the
as
second,
a
than
more
But it did not remain lighted
"How did you get out, then?" queried the scout.
draught was bound to reach it.
"I worked my way past the guards and managed it all
bepassage
a
saw
West
Wild
But in that brief time Young
They are very much excited over the disappearance of
right.
seemed.
it
cliff,
the
fore him that led almost straight through
tlie redskins you threw in the brook, I guess, and that kept
But that was not all.
them from keeping a sharp lookout."
It was plenty large enough for two horsemen to ride through
The three were astounded when he told them ju11t what he
abreast.
had been through.
;. I guess I have found a way into the Apache village! " our
"Maybe you couldn't find yer way through ther place
hero exclaimed, under his breath. "What a lucky thing it was ag'in,"
·Jack observed.
·
that I came to the waterfall! "
that would be no trouble. I would not have to see
He now felt his way along carefully for a few feet and then to "Idoguess
that."
struck another match.
"Well, it's mighty funny you couldn't find yer way out ther
There were no pitfalls to be seen, only a passage that was
way you went in."
evidently just as nature had formed it.
"It is a sort of puzzle,·· Wild admitted.
When the boy had proceeded through it for perhaps a dozen
After no little conversation about this strange adventure
yards he suddenly "beheld a faint light ahead.
Then it was that he dropped upon his hands and knees and it was decided that they should wait until about half an hour'
began crawling toward the light, which was that made by the before daylight and then proceed to the waterfall.
"My!" exclaimed Jim. "I shouldn't want to take a dive
stars, as he well knew.
'The next minute he was out In the open air and in a little over that precipice into the water."
"I guess not!" exclaimed Jack. "It would be sure death
gully that was less than two hundred yards from the nearest
when you struck down here. Look at them sharp p'inted
teepee in the Indian village.
He stood still in his tracks for a few seconds, and then as- rocks! They'd cut into you like knives! "
Wild paid little attention to the cataract.
cended to the level al:>ove, which was quite an easy thing to
He had taken it in with a critical eye before, and all he
do, as it was not very steep in some places.
He was soon on a level with the roaring stream that went wanted now was to get into the village through the passage.
"We will take th e horses with us," he said. "When we j
over the cliff in the form of a beautiful cataract.

way of the gulch, but he thought it would do no harm to try
and find another way, even if it was dark.
It had occurred to him all of a sudden to try it, and he
was going to do it.
He had won out many ·a time just because a thought had
caused ·him to do some certain thing.
When he went away he told his three partners that he would
not be gone longer than an hour, and at the end of that time
he was back.
" I lta7e fou nd a way!" he said,
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The canoe landed first, and then the two that occupied it
come out it will likely be the other way, and we will be apt
to rome in a hurry."
stepped out on the bank.
"That',, right,·· answered Charlie.
'They were Arietta and Moonlight, as the reader might sup"You have got the redskin's blanket and headdress, haven't pose.
you?''
Zahn·s horse quickiy swam ashore on the other side and
·· Oh, :res!"
landed before the raft did.
In fact, it looked as though the two on the floating trees
"Good! Come on, then!"
"\',ild had some difficulty in getting his horse to follow him would have trouble in landing.
They had become caught in the current, and were now being
over the slippery surface of the rock, but be did after a few
whirled along at a fast pace.
attr'mpts, and tllcn the other s followed readily enough.
s our hero kn ew the war he walked ahead fearlessly and
Dick Zahn saw their efforts to reach the shore, and then he
soon they emerged from the passage on the 6ther side.
saw a chance to redeem himself.
·'That's a queer sort or tunnel," observed Jack, as he
He quickl y loosened the lariat that was 'hanging from the
stumped along with his cork leg. "It looks as though it was pommel of his saddle, and then urged his horse along the
made by some one."
bank.
"It is natural,·• spoke up Jim. "It is more than likely that
The raft had been caught in the current that would draw
has
nature
of
disturbance
Some
it was once a watercourse.
it down to the falls below, unless .something happened to
dashes
it
why
is
that
and
stream,
the
of
bed
probably raised the
prevent it.
over the cliff and forms a waterfall."
With the poles they had the two men could not hope to
it."
made
what
matter
no
'·Well, ifs wonderful,
save it from going.
Aribusiness.
to
down
get
"See here," said Wild. "Let's
They seemed to realize that they were in great danger,
etta has got to be saved. Jim,· I guess you had better rig for their faces were very _pale.
is
she
where
learn
and
out
go
yourself up as an Indian and
They did not see the man corning to their help until they
kept, if you possibly can. "
heard the thud of the horse's hoofs.
no
lost
he
and
Dart was overjoyed at being told to do this,
It was the man who had deserted them!
time in getting r eady for the undertaking.
They recognized him instantly, but neither of them made
a move to shoot this time.
Zahn was gnining rapidly on the raft now, and in three
CHAPTER IX.
more seconds he was opposite his former comrades.
"Catch tiler line!,,· he called out, and then he sent the lariat
J'lIE HARD LlTCK OF THE PROSPECTORS.
flying toward them.
Dick Zahn, the prospector, grew repentant as he rode away
Slark caught it easily enough and quickly made it fast to
frcm his two companions.
a projec~ing limb.
But he kept on his course, ashamed to go back and face
As the lariat tightened the raft swung around and headed
them.
the shore.
When he struck the little river he followed it along, hoping forDick
Zahn dismounted and began pulling it in.
to strike 11, town soon.
He did not say a word. until he was alongside of the bank
"I'm sorry I left Buff and Slack like that," he muttered. and
the two men were safely ashore.
"But what was I to do? I reckon they won't starve afore
Then he folded his arms, and, looking them squarely in the
they git somewhere. They've got plenty of ammunition. It
wouldn't do for me ter go back to ·em now, for they'd have eyes, exclaimed:
"Go ahead and shoot me, pards! I done a mean trick when
a very poor opinion of me."
you."
He kept thinking this way as he rode along and he was just I left reckon
we don't want to shoot you," answered Slack,
"I
thinking that he had better turn back after all, when he sud- looking
rather sheepish.
denly found that in order to proceed any further he would
"I reckon, " added Simon Buff. "We will forgive you for
have to ride a ridge for a few miles.
have done, Dick. But it was awful mean of you
He had reached the place where the little river flowed into what you
the village of the Apaches and then went whirling over the to kill our horses."
"I didn't kill your horses! You don't think I done that,
falls below.
'· A curious sort of a place,·· thought the man. "I wonder--- do you? No wonder you shot at me as ther raft went by me!
Hey ! 1 Gee-whiz! if there ain't Buff an' Slack goin' down ther I didn't kill ther horses, pards-indeed I didn't. I got up
early this mornin'' and found that two of ther nags had been
stream on some logs. Gee-whiz! I'm goin' ter stop--"
given too much rope, an' that they had slipped over ther
Crack ! Crack!
Two bullets whistled past his head, and then the two men precipice. It struck me we'd have trouble, 'cause there was
only one horse left, and I, like a fool, started off an' deserted
\',H!.ished from sight.
you. But, boys, I'm awful sorry fer doin' it. I done my best
Like one in a dream, the man sat there in the saddle.
"Tlley meant me!., he exclaimed, dropping his head and just now to pull you ashore. There's no tellin' where you
placing l.!is hands over his face. "That is what I git for de- might have fetched up at, ther current was runnin' so strong.·,
''There must be a fall near by," said Slack. "Dick, you've
£ertin' 'em. I almost wish tll.em bullets had hit me! I ought
to be ashamed of nwself! What am r goin' ter do, anyhow? made up fer ther bad you've done us when you pulled us
Ab, I know! I'll take to ther river an' make my horse swim ashore. Let's shake an' call it square!"
They did shake hands, and so occupied were they in talkthrough that gut. There must be level land on ther other side
of it. If I kin only do somethin' ter make Buff an' Slack be- ing that they did not notice that about a score of Indians
lieve I'm sorry for leavin' 'em, I'll be one of tiler happiest men were sneaking toward them.
Neither of the t hree had taken any notice of the red~kins,
in ther co·untry."
and it was not until a yell rang .out behind them that they
Dick Zahn did not ponder over it.
realized their new danger.
If he had he might not have urged his horse into the river.
"Throw down your guns, boys!" cried Zahn. "There·s no
It certainly was a very nervy thing to do, for he was not
fight. It would only make matters worse."
certain how far the hors e would have to swim with the tide use in puttin' up agood
advice.
This was very
to find a place to get-upon the bank .
The Apache- at once rushed upon them and made them
And if he should find none it would be impossible for the
•
prisoners.
animal to breast the tide back again.
"I hope you ain't goin' ter kill us," remarked Zahn, lookBut Ze.hn never had any such thoughts.
He was so sorry for the way he had treated his compan- ing at the young chief who was in charge of the braves.
"Ugh!" he grunted. "Palefaces heap muc:h fools! ..
ions that his only thought was to make up with them and be
"If we are we can't help it," retorted Slack. ''We didn't
forgiven.
The horse he rode was willing enough to plunge into the come here 'cause we wanted to .. ,
Then the redskins began to taunt and jeer them.
strrnm, and in it went, striking out in the direction its rider
The three prisoners were led into the center of the village,
guided it.
In less than a minute the horse and rider rounded the bend and as they were forced to walk along, Simon Buff suddenly
thought of the white girl they had seen in the canoe.
and saw a place to land ahead of them.
He looked around for her, but she was not to lJe seen .
B1;t Zahn also saw the canoe with the white girl and the
The 1hree were taken to a clump of trees, and then eac h
Jr,, i:.1 m2iden in it, and the raft with his two partners on it.
·
Go, :1 w,-i''.) he::?din:i; tor the shore, the canoe for the left and was ti€:d in a standing position to one of them.
The three prcspectors· certainly were in hard luck.
th: r:1tt fc:· the right.
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But they did not do much yelling for fear they would disturb the chief, and finally when one of their superiors came
along and learned what had happened, Jim was bound to a
tree to await the decision of Yellow Bear as to what should
EXCI'!'IXG TDIES IX TliE r:-nux nu.AGE
.
be done to him.
But the old chief must have been tired out, for a couple
Jim Dart made a pretty fair sort of an Indian in his disof hours passed and he did not show up.
guise.
And all this time the squaws and papooses were having,
He was lucky enough to find some reddish-brown clay, and
great fun in throwing sticks and stones at the captive, and
this he rubbed over his face and hands.
The headgear Charlie had captured was quite a gaudy one, otherwise tormenting him.
Jim bore it all without saying a word.
and there were enough feathers in it to conceal the boy's
He }mew that by acting in this way they would gradually
hair.
With the blanket thrown over his shoulder Jim sallied get tired and let him be.
And so it proved, for a little later they ceased it and went
forth in the early morning light to get a good look at the
away.
village and try to find where Arietta was kept.
But the three who had made the important capture reHe took good care to keep under the cover of the trees
and bushes as he approached, as he did not want to be seen. mained as guards over him.
Jim had not been left alone very long when he suddenly
As much as he looked like an Indian, he knew that if he
was seen approaching by any of the redskins they certainly saw something that made his heart jump.
He saw Arietta corrie out of the gaudy looking lodge,
would have something to say to him.
Then Jim would give himself away, for, while he could and, after looking around, walk toward the river.
"Thank heaven," muttered Dart. "She is safe. I have
talk considerable of the Sioux lingo, he knew nothing whatlearned that much, anyhow. If she had been harmed she
ever of the language of the ~paches.
By careful working he soon reached a point among the would never walk out in that way."
He could not see her as she got into the canoe with Moontrees that was directly back of the village, and not more than
light, as the lodges and teepees were so thickly scattered
a hundred yards from an irregular group of teepees.
Many of the Indians were up and stirring, more partic· about as to shut off the view of the water.
A few minutes later Yellow Bear appeared on the scene.
ularly the squaws, whose duty it was to do all the work that
He had slept in a teepee that was for his private use alone,
was to be ·done.
Several of these were digging up the ground to plant corn and he had slept long and well.
He was hungry, and, consequently, not in a very good huand other vegetables, and as Jim watched them he made up
his mind that there was nothing so lazy about an Apache mor.
When he was told that a paleface had been captured he
squaw, after a.IL
But the braves and bucks never did anything but hunt and stalked to the spot where he was tied to the tree.
"Ugh!" he said in the Indian way of expressing contempt
fight.
or surprise.
They were above all kinds of labor.
"Good-morning, chief!" answered Jim, not flinching beAfter a while Jim concluded to go a little nearer.
He did so, and then he gained a point where he coli.Id over- neath the sinister gaze that was bestowed upon him by Yellow Bear.
look the village to good advantage.
There was no reply to this, but whtin the old chief listened
He very quickly picked out the gaudy looking lodge of the
chie(, and he concluded that it was there that Arietta must to how Jim had been captured he nodded.
"The squa'\fs shall }:lave him to play with," he said. "Tbey
be confined.
But the boy had got nearer to the working squaws than he shall cut off his arms and beat his face with them! Then he
shall be roasted over a fire until his flesh is burned to ashes."
thought.
'l.'his was not very pleasant to Jim, but still he showed
Though he was not aware of it, one of them had seen him
·not the least sign of fear.
crawling through the bushes.
"When Yellow Bear has eaten his breakfast of roast dog
While he was studying the details of the village, with the
blanket lying near him, so that he could grab it at-a moment's and potatoes he will let the squaws have their fun," resumed
notice, he received a sudden push from behind that threw the chief.
"You had better order me set free," spoke up Jim. "It
him full upon his face.
And befpre he could recover three squaws were upon his will be better for you if you do. The soldiers are coming to,
back, holding his arms so it was impossible for him to use make you live like palefaces. They will be here in hundreds
before another sun. You will have to die fighting or else give
his hands to help himself.
The squaws who so neatly captured him began cackling at in and promise to be good. If you kill me you will be shot or,
a great rate, and the one who had caught sight. of him a.p- hanged. I have' said it, and I know what I am talking about."
"The tongue of the paleface is crooked," replied the chief,
peared as proud as a peacock.
She had seen him with the blanket off his shoulders and speaking contemptuously.
1
"You will find before another sun that the tongue of the
had easily noticed that he was in disguise.
him, as he saw that his
assured
Dart
straight,"
is
paleface
face,
his
of
side
the
fro,m
clay
the
rubbing
began
she
Now
and when she had made sure that his skin was white she words had considerable effect.
"The squaws must have the paleface," grunted the old•
gave a cry of triumph.
The squaws were very strong-so much so, in fact, that fellow. "There are not enough soldiers in the fort to drive
Jim could not get free from their clutches, strive as he might. Yellow Bear and his braves away from here. We will kill
them all as they come in."
They bound his hands behind him in short order.
"There will be more soldier~ than what there are at any
Then one of them took his revolvers and pointed them at
one fort," was the retort. "They will come like a herd of bufhim.
They commanded him to get upon his feet, speaking in faloes in search of drink. They will come as thick as the
their own language, and much humiliated at the turn of affairs, leaves on the maple; and they will shoot many times until
the Apaches surrender or die!"
the boy did ·so.
Yellow Bear shrugged his shoulders and walked away.
He felt that it was far worse to be captured by squaws than
Jim noticed that he held a short conversation with the three
any others given to making war upon white men.
He knew that the Indians would regard him as the worst or four younger chiefs, but as .they spoke in the Apache tongue
kind of an amateur now,· an·d they would most likely turn he did not know what the import of it was.
But, anyhow, he was not bothered by any of the squaws,
him over to the squaws to be tortured to death.
But he did not give up hopes of making his escape from or any of the rest of them, and when he saw two braves coming to stand guard over him he figured that his chanfeS were
them, for all that.
Wild, Charlie and Jack were still free, and where he had good to live a while longer.
Half an hour later he noticed quite a commotion in the
failed they might be successful.
With hanging head he was conducted to the center .o f the village.
Then several of the braves hurried in the direction of the
village, the squaws who had been at work following him
river bank.
and jeering him as he went.
They came back a few minutes later, bringing with them
A couple of braves, noticing the noise, quickly approached,
and when they saw that the squaws had captured a paleface three white men as prisoners.
Dart was much puzzled, as the men were strangers to him.
who had been rigged up in imitation of them, they uttered
"I wonder where they came from?'' he mused.
yells of delight.
CHAPTER X.
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"All right. I will tell you how you can get away. The
Then he happened to look up and catch sight of Arietta.
She was in the company of Moonlight, who was carrying friend you cut from the tree ran toward the little waterfall
a string of fish and was escorting the white girl to the lodge that bubbles over t:ie cliff below at the edge of the land of
ishe had spent the night in.
the Apaches that the great Manitou above gave them to live
Jim tried to c-atch the eye of Wild's sweetheart, but the dis- in. ft is a nice waterfall, and a ride over it in a canoe is very
fine! I have taken the ride many times. Arietta will take the
tance was too great, and he could not do so.
The three men the braves brought in were tied to trees some ride, and then she will meet her young lover and her friends.
distance from the boy, and he took notice that they did not Come!"
-see him.
With a couple of quick strokes of her knife the Indian maiThings were getting pretty interesting in the villa.ge just den slashed an opening in the rear of the lodge and stepped
now.
through.
Arietta followed her, hardly knowing what to make of what
But, though she had not seen Dart, Arletta had seen the
three men when they were set upon and captured by the she had said.
Apaches.
Straight for the bank of the river where she had moored
She had witnessed the rescue of two of them by the other, the canoe went Moonlight, Arietta following her.
There were several canoes there, besides, but Moonlight
and she thought it a shame they should be made prisoners,
chose the one she called her own.
since they had come to the village accidentally.
"Get in!" she said. "You must not wait."
It was not long after Jim saw her go into the lodge with
"Untie my hands!" answered Arietta.
Moonlight that he was surprised to see her approaching.
"Wait till you are in the canoe."
She was coming directly toward the three prisoners, too,
She was no sooner in it when Moonlight gave it a push and
That she was going to say something to them was more than
sent it toward the middle of the stream.
evident hy her manner.
"Good-by, Arietta!" she exclaimed, her dark eyes flashing
But just as she was opening her lips Jim Dart called out in a
like those of a panther about to feast upon its prey. "You will
low tone:
never be the squaw of Yellow Bear now; you will be the Bride
"Arietta!"
of Death, as you said you would be if you could not be Young
The girl gave a violent start and looked at him.
Wild West's bride. You will be dashed to pieces when you go
In his peculiar make-up she did not recognize him.
over the falls! It is better so, for no other way could you
"Don't you know me, Arietta? It is I, Jim!"
"Oh, Jim!" she cried, and then she ran to him so suddenly escape from becoming the squaw of the Apache chief!"
Poor Arietta!
that the braves and squaws who were guarding him looked at
When she heard this her heart sank within her.
!:.,ir in astonishment.
The canoe was now in the power of the current, and with
"Cut me loose, Arietta!" he exclaimed, in a low tone.
a shriek for help she arose in the frail craft and looked in the
The brave girl n eeded no second bidding.
From beneath the folds of her dress a knife flashed in- direction Jim Dart had taken when he ran away.
stantly.
Two quick strokes, and Jim Dart was free.
Then, taking the knife she handed him, he fled from · the
CHAPTER XI.
spot with the speed ci fthe wind.
Neither of his guards had a firearm with them, and so 'there
CONCLUSION.
was nothing for them to do but to run after him and catch
him.
WUd, Charlie and Jack became very impatient as the time
Jim knew he was running for his lite,, and he let himself go
slipped by and they saw nothing of Jim Dart.
ao fast as he had ever done before.
They could see nothing of the village from where they were.
"Get a horse and ride away, Arietta!" · he called out to
When an hour had passed our h-ero thought it about time that
wild's pretty sweetheart. "Wild is not far away."
he took a look around.
The girl did not need to be told a ·second time.
"It. may be that he has been captured," he said. "I am goA swift glance and she saw some horses grazing not far
ing up there and climb that pine tree. I guess I dare take the
distant.
·
They were without saddle or bridle, but that made no dif- risk."
"Go ahead! " answered Charlie.
ference.
Wild did so.
Looking around, she was just in time to see Yellow Bear
He went up the incline carefully, and then dodged from bush
hurrying toward her, and then she ran for the horses with
to bush until he reached the tree he had seen from the gully
the swiftness of a fawn.
below.
But it was a hopeless task for Arietta.
It was no trouble for the agile boy to climb it, and he was
She had no sooner caught oqe of the horses than two swiftsoon going upward with the nimbleness of a squirrel.
footed bucks reached her.
Of course, he was running a great risk, for, should any of
Though she made a valiant effort to fight them off, they soon
the Apaches happen to look that way, they would surely see
overpowered her.
'·Ugh! " grunted Yellow Bear, when she was brought bark to him.
But he was willing to take almost any kind of a risk now.
him. ··Fiery Hair want to get away."
Up he went until he was near the top, and then, getting into
'·Yes. I want to get away," she retorted, flashing a look of
defianc e at him. "Yellow Bear's race is nearly run. Young a comfortable position where he was s.hielded from view by
·wild West and his soldiers are near by. If you do not release the boughs, he took a bird's-eye view of the village.
It did not take him long to see Jim Dart tied to a tree near
me and the three palefaces you have over there you will surely
the center of the village.
,
die the death of a dog!"
The fact that he was being guarded by three squaws surThis, on top of what had been told to him by Jim, was not
prised him more than the knowledge that Dart had been cappleasing to the ear of the old chief.
He spoke something in his guttural way to the braves who tured.
"It is too bad," he thought. "We are worse off now than
had caught the girl, and theµ walked back to the fire he had
been sitting before and picked up the pipe he had been sm~k- we were before. I wonder what would be the best thing to
do?"
ing.
The broad stream of wa ter Jay before him in a glittering
The result was that Arietta's arms were securely tied besheen as the morning sun shone upon it, and it did not take
hind her and she was led to the lodge.
him long to note the fact that the opposite bank would be an
Moonlight met her with a scowl on her face.
"Arietta is a fool! " she exclaimed. "She has made Yellow e·xcellent place to be, if one wanted to get close to the village.
The almost perpendicular wall that bound the level tract
B3a r angry, and he v:i!l take her for his fourth wife at sunset.
Arietta must no t take the place of Moonlight, for if she does on that side was not more than two hundred feet from th e
the grea t chief of the Apaches will no longer love Moonlight. bank of the stream, and the bushes and trees were thi ck
there.
Arietta ;:nust di e !··
He remained there until h e had taken everything in, and
·· Don 't say th at !" retorted Arietta, keeping as cool as she
could :::ad locking the Indian maiden squarely in the eyes. then descended the tree, resolved upon getting to th e oth er
"If yo u do not want me to become the squaw of Yellow Bear, sid of the river.
"Jim has been caught," he said, "and I see no signs of Arihelp in e to ge t to my fri ends, who are not far distant."
Mo:m:ight r emained in a thoughtful attitude for a moment. etta."
J "That's too bad!" exclaimed Jack.
Th . n sh J looked up and said:
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is going to
"I should say it was," added Charlie. "What are we going declared. "Now, I am satisfied that everything
turn out all right. We will get both her and Jim away from
to· do, Wild?"
Wild West.''
"I have got it in my head to get on the other side of the the redskins, as sure as my name is Young
1hen you talk like
'·\
.
Charlie
said
then,"
it,
settles
'"rhat
possible."
if
river,
that it never fails."
"What for?"
•'I feel like shoutin'; I do,'' observed Jack,' as he attempted
'·I could get right close to. the village, and see all that is
to do a jig step, forgetting at the time that he possessed a
going on there if I could do it."
1
cork leg.
'· How are yer goin' ter git there, that's the question?"
"Just lay low, now," said our hero. "We .mustn't act too
"I have an idea."
unless we are compelled to."
quickly
right,
all
it's
reckon
"Good enough! If you've got an idea I
They waited and watched, and took in all that happened.
then."
When they saw Arietta cut Jim loose Wild felt like giving
''You fellows stay here. I'll try and put the idea into efher a cheer.
feet."
But he kept perfectly quiet, and made his companions _do
Wild. said nothing further just then.
likewise.
He started for the passage that ·Jed out under the falls.
The time for them to act had not come yet.
In the daylight it was quite easy to find.
But when they saw that Jim was leaving the redskins who
He easily understood why it was that he had missed it the
pursuing him, he turned to Cheyenne Charlie, and said:
were
·
night before.
"I guess you had better ride back and meet him. Take his
There were so many nooks and crannies that it confused
horse with you, for I think he is going to reach the passage.
him, and he had walked right past it.
Once in the passage our hero hurried through until he got H you hurry a little you will get there before he does."
"All right," and the scout was off like a shot.
on the ledge that was di_rectly beneath the falling water.
The bushes and trees were that thick that he could ride
It was light enough to see there, since the sun shone through
the mass of water sufficiently for objects to be plainly dis- without being seen by the Apaches.
When Wild and Jack saw Arietta foiled in her attempt t o
cernible.
the horse and ride away it was galling to him.
mount
Wild walked on across the ledge.
But when they saw her hands tied behind her, and her being
The distance was not great, and soon he found a narrow way
taken to the lodge, they were more uneasy than at any time
that ran upward.
It was nearly covered at the top, as the sides came nearly since they had reached the place. But what was their surprise
when they saw her follow the young squaw through the slit in
together.
the back of the tent and approach the river.
river
the
of
bank
the
on
came
soon
and
went
he
Up this
They were so near that they could hear the voices of the
right near the brink of the waterfall.
but they could not distinguish the words.
two,
He gave a nod of satisfaction.
"It is all right here," he thought. "It would be a good idea· With bated breath they watched to see what happened .
Quite naturally, they thought the squaw was aiding the fair
for Charlie and Jack to come here, too; and I guess we had
better bring the horses with us. Then we can go up to the captive to escape.
It was not until he saw Arietta rise in the boat and give the
other end of the village, where I saw the ~ater coming befor help that Young Wild West recognized the peril she
cry
up
strong
very
,:ie
can't
current
The
cliffs.
tween the high
was in. "The squaw has pushed her out into the stream with
there, and if needs be we could get across."
Having come to this conclusion, he walked along until he her hands tied behind her!" he exclaimed, excitedly. "Jack.
she means to send her over the falls to her death. I must save
had rounded a oend and could see the Indian village.
her! "
that
and
shore,
opposite
the
on
He noticed several canoes
"What are you going to do?" cried Robedee, as the boy
convinced him that it was not dangerous to cross the stream
for his horse.
leaped
from that point.
Wild made no reply.
It was about an hour from the time he climbed the tree that
He was in the saddle and off like a shot almost as soon as
he got baclr to his companions.
The sun was well up by this time and the morning was o~ the Indians started for the river bank.
·when the braves reached the canoes and started to overtake
the advance.
"Boys," said he, "I guess we will go over to the other side the girl at the command of their chief, Wild was riding along
of the river. and take Jim's horse with us. I think we will the bank in full view of them.
But -those who got in the canoes paid no attention to him.
stand a much better show of doing something there."
Some on the bank did, though, and three or four shots were
"All right," exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
.. If you have found a way, that is all that is necessary," fired at him.
added Robedee.
The canoe was now in the middle of the stream and drifting
the falls at great speed.
toward
"'Well, I have found the way, all right."
It was too far out for Wild to reach the imperiled girl with
A few minutes later the three were making their way
his lariat, and· his only hope lay tn lassoing her where it grew
through the natural passage that led under the falls.
It was quite easy to get the horses up the hill, Wild found, narrow, at the very brink of the falls.
And he would have to ride hard to get tl!ere in time.
after they had crossed under the watery veil.
With his lariat swin~ing, ready to let it go, he dashed on.
Once at the top, they proceeded along the level stretch toThe Indians were paddling with might and main, but they
ward the rift on the ridge where lhe river came through.
When they got thE're they were just in time to see the three soon saw that they had no chance to overtake the canoe, and
so turned for the shore.
11rcsp ectors caught by the Apaches.
On sped the gallant sorrel, his . dashing young rider with a
But they also caught a glimpse of Arietta as she hurried
pale, set face.
to the teepee with the Indian maiden.
The roaring of the cataract was ringing in his ears, and the
Then it was that the spirits of Young Wild West rose to
boy no longer saw anything but the motionless figure standing
the· highest notch.
"Et is alive and unharmed-that I am satisfied of!" he in the bow of the canoe-going to her death, a,ppare~uz.
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Every man, wom an and child

was hastening toward the
falls.
Seeing the three men tied to the trees, Jack Robedee concluded to swim his horse across and rescue them.
He mounted aud rode up to wher e the stream was quite narrow and got across with little trouble.
H e rode right up to them and cut them loose.
"Get horses and follow me!" he cried.
Then he headed for the entrance to the village, not bothering to cross the· river again.
The three prospectors knew a great deal depended upon
their being quick, so they lost no time in mounting the ponies they found conveniently close, and then away they
dashed after Jack.
Meanwhile, let us see how Young Wild West made out.
He was within a hundred feet of the falls now, and the
canoe had a lead of twenty-five feet on him.
Just then the current luckily brought it nearer to the shore.
The critical moment had arrived now!
The lariat swung around in the air once-twice-three
times.
Wild kn ew that if he missed Arietta would meet a ho rrible
death at the foot of the falls .
But his coolness did not leave him.
Whiz!
The lariat flew through the air, and the noose dropped
around the girl's body.
She was saved.
With the sorrel's forefeet firmly braced to hold him, the
daring boy pulled Arietta to the bank.
She had fainted, but Wild did not stop to try to revive
her.
He pulled her upon the horse with him, and then, looking
around and seeing no signs of Jack, h e headed for the narrow
path down the hill.
The Apaches could not have known of that way to get out,
for a hoarse yell of triumph went up fr om them.
They thought they had the boy and girl cornered like r ats
in a trap.
But they were doomed to bitter disappointmen t.
Before the r ed fiends could fire a shot the horse with his
double burden disappeared.
Yellow Bear was one of the spectators.
He knew not what to make of it.
While he was puzzling his head about it he heard the clatter
of hoofs off to the right of him.
He turned around and saw four horsemen heading for the
outlet of the village.
The chief flew in a great rage.
Being without their horses, the redskins hj!d no chance
to pursue them.
Just then the shrill notes of a bugle rang out.
The cavalrymen had arrived.
'
Jack Robedee was making a great dash for life.
He was much elated at having been able to release the three
prison ers.
He slackened his speed and allowed the three prospectors to
get ahead of him.
"We'r e all right now!" he cried. "Ther cavalry is here!"
Just then his horse stumbled and he went flying over the
animal's head.
Half stunned, he scrambled to his feet and strove to catch
the hor se, which was running straight for the Apaches who
had darted over from the bank of the river.
When Jack saw them he started to escape on foot.
But his wooden leg hindered him, and he could not get on a
burst of speed.
The Indians uttered yells of delight.

They knew the cavalry was there, but they were bound to
have the blood of one paleface before they beat a retreat.
J ack felt for his r evolvers.
They were gone!
He had lost them when he took the header from his house.
Then he did something that surprised the Apaches.
He stopped still in his tracks with a storm of bullets flying
about his head and opened the little door of his wonderf ul
cork leg. From the cavity he pulled out a six-shooter.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
This was too much for the sup erstitious red men, and they
gave up the pursuit at once.
Then Jack coolly limped down the hill and came out just
as the troopers halted there.
His horse now came trotting after him.
"That's ther way ter do it,' boys! " h e exclaimed . " I r eckon
them r eds don't know what I am when I once git started .. ,
A shout went up f~om · those who had seen him frighten the
Apaches off.
Just then Wild rode up with Arietta in his arms.
He was closely followed by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
J im h ad easily foo led his pursuers when he took to the passage under the falls; and Charlie had overtaken him and delivered his horse to him.
It was several minutes before Acietta came to, and when
she opened her eyes a nd fo und her lover bending over her
she gave a cry of joy.
"Oh, Wild! " she cried. "I am so glad you were in time. I
thought my last min ute on earth had arrived."
"It did look that way, little one,·· retorted the Prince of the
Saddle. "But I was bound to save yo·u, and I ,was as steady
as a rock when I threw the lasso."
Whe~ the t roopers heard or the r emarkabl e feat Young Wild
West had performed with the lasso they were amazed.
But our hero did not allo w them to talk very long over it.
"I guess the redskins had better be routed,·• he said. "We
will ride in and give them a dose."
"No! .. answere the captain. "There is no use in g1vmg
them a chan ce to mow us down from ambush. Another troop
will be here befor.e sunset, and then we will be able to make
them surrender, perhaps."
" All right; just as you say, then."
A camp was pitched right in the gulch at the foot of the
hill.
Then everybody had' a chance to tell their stories.
Wild and Arietta had the most thrilling time of all, but the
three prospectors were listened to with great interest.
And Robeqee, who had been the last man to fire at the
Apaches, was made a hero of in a humorous way by the caval•
rymen.
There is but little more to tell in connection with the story
of Arietta among the Apaches.
She had a very thrilling time of it, but through the persistency of h er lover in following the Crimson Trai~ she was
rescued.
That afternoon the other troop of cavalry arrived, and,
rather than fight it out, Yellow Bear surrendered .
Good Luck Canyon was only thirty miles from the Apache
village, and our friends got there in due time and Young Wild
West attended to his business.
We might add that the three prospectors who had been in
such hard luck found employment there, and wer e very glad
that they fell in with Young Wild West and his partners.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AND
'GILT-EDGE GIL'; OR, TOUCHING UP THE SHARPERS."
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CURRENT NEWS
Prin1tc Dean Black, Troop TT. Seventh "Gnitcd Rlates
CaYalry, <lircl :it Fort Bliss, 'l'cxas, as a rc,:11lt of wounds
recci1·er1 while on tlnh- south of llachita. X. )1cx., when
he failed to an~,,·cr th~ hailing of a sentrv in bis own rei.6ment and was ~hot. The sentry cliallc11gcd Black, w'l10
said he did not hear the challenge. The next moment he
,ms shot. He "'as brought to Fort Bliss for treai:ment.
0

will, i11 (lie c;..pcdation~ of the Governmen t officials, be
superior as a fighting nnft to anylhing that i;; now flying.
The GoYernment undertook th e manufactu re ol' the ~caplanc became the manufac·turer,; here ·were so busily engaged with rn~h orders for foreign gowrnmen ts. X o details regarding tlie new machine are arnilable at the present time.

An j _merica11 ai.rsh ip constructo r, has latf!ly exl:ibited
a mocl<.>l of the fir~t anrl onh· kite lialloon ever constructecl
for the rni.tcd States l~o\'-~rnmcnt, which is now being
completed for the 11a\'y. Tile a<-tual balloon ,rill be 175
and :3,i fret in rli arnetcr. and is of
feet 10110C
c,, 50 -fret hi.crh
the ty.pe nsc<l h>' the German arn1Y. Thousands of such
balloons are bci11g u~c<l i11 Burope, both on land and on
watrr, and harn proYed of immeasurable. rnlue in JirectNever in the historv o.f artillery haR there heen wit- ing gunfire.
nessed such a concentrat ion o.f lieavy shell-fire as waR
R0nator Cnlher~on, chairman of the Senate Committee
rained down upon the French positions during the recent
great
the
of
Judiciary, at ihe im:tancc of the Departmen t of Jusspeaks
on
officer
French
A
Yerrlun.
on
attacks
to
rapidity of the gunfire: l ikcning it in this respect to that tice, introduced a bill to punish persons using the mails
bill
The
President.
the
of
life
the
against
the
make a threat
of the French r1irect-fire artillery . It is probable that
bulk of the work has been done b>· the highly mobile and proYide "that any person who knowingly and wilfully
<leposits or causes to be deposited for comeyance in the
very effective Krupp howitzer of 8.2-inch caliber.
mail or for delivery from any postoffice or by any letter
Testifying before a Co11gressional . committee, Aclrnira l utnicr an~· letter, paper, writing, print, missiYe, or docuFletcher gave it os ·his opinion -that from 10 to 20 per ment containing any threat to take the life of or to inflict
cent. of the shots fired from an American battleship would bodily harm upon the President of the "Gnited States,"
or
land on an enemy at J 8,000 vards, this estimate being shall, "upon conviction, be fined not exceeding $1,000
both."
or
years,
five
based on the recellt target practise at Guantanam o. He imprisoned not exceeding
~tate<1 that his flagship, the \r>·oming, in target work at
12,000 >'arcls had put three 12-ineh shells through a 10To tra rel eighty miles through the mountains on skis
inch armor plate.
is no trick for L . Lowry, sixty-two years old, who arrived
in >'arnpn . I daho, from snowbound Long Valley. Mr.
The seventeen French aeroplanes which made a ra id on L o,ny came out as a reprcscntatiYe of the citizens of that
Petriz, in the Strurnnitz a Valley, on Febrnary 1 remained part of the country to take up with railroad men the probover the Bulgarian town for twenty minute incl dropped lem of clearing the Tda ho K orthern branch o.f the Oregon
200 bombs. .Ac-cording 1.o a Btilgarian communiq ue. 470 Short Line that had been blocked by J.eep slides since
men were killed in the Bulgarian camps, and the tocal of Jan. 21. "We're running hort of food up there, but I
killed and wounded w:1s about a thousand . In spite of a guess we can pull through,'' said :Mr. Lowry . 'Tn the days
heaYy fire from the enemy, all the aeroplanes returned. before the railroad 11·e used to grind wheat in a coffeesafely to their ba;,e.
mill to get something to eat and we can clo it again if
necessary."
At Timmins, Ontnrio, one Austrian miner is dead, anAfter holding with great tenacity the very a..\'.e with
other iR cl ving aud three are seriously ill a the result of
Abraham Lincoln made rails long before he was
which
been
have
to
police
tltc
drinking ~vo~d alcohol, said by
of the United
o·iven them bv a Hul'Fian, who i;;: under arrest on a charge thong-ht of as a candidate for Prel'ident
prized relic
this
placed
has
VandeYecr
~ r mamlaugl~tcr. The . \ ustrians assert they went with Stat~s, Mrs. Savilla
a grocery,
VandeYeer
Edward
nephew,
her
of
hands
the
in
the Russian to his l'hack, where he supplied them with
all doubts
allay
To
disposal.
for
M:o.,
ry,
Montgome
of
man
a
was
reality
in
"·hat they suppo~ed was wine, but which
l\Irs.
u<:ed.
Lincoln
that
one
real
the
being
axe
this
to
as
.
vinegar.
and
mixture of wood alcohol
\Tam1eveer has go11e before a notary pnhlic· here ,'ind mac}e
to the facts. ln her affidavit. he l'tatel' that it was
affidavit
a
of
knowledge
has
it
that
states
The ,\Prial .\ge \\'C'ekly
Charlel' Vandeveer , bv his mJcle,
di~pat<-11 from Washingto n which, 011 the authority of a o-iren to lier husband,
with Lincoln 'at the railworhrl
who
ith,
Rm
William
hio·h offirial. <lisclo~cs the foct that there is under conentered politics.
.President
the
before
business
making
that
sh~dion at the Washingto n XttY}' Yard a seaplane

Tt i~ reported (hat there will soon he· shipped from the
Go,"rnme nt a,·iation Rtation at San Diego, Cal., four o[
the new army hydro-aero planes, which will form part of
the equipment of the Second Aero Squadron at Manila.
These machines are rnicl to lie the largest in the servi~e,
and can fly for about 500 miles ,rithout alighting for
fuel.
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Charl ey, the Cattle King
-OR-

THE BOY WHO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY )
CHAPTER XXII (continued)
"Don't swear-don't talk. Listen to me. Are you faint
now?''
"~o' That has passed. Do you think we are near out
of the herd? The c~ttle are passing ·us all the tim,e."
"J don't know a thing about it. Now do just exactly
as I tell you, for. it is your only chance."
"I will, Charley; I will."
" Lt'an over toward me and put your arm around me,
and hold on tightly."
Carrie did so, and Charley, with some difficulty, got his
0 1rJ1 arm around her waist.
"X ow I'm going to raise you up!" he shouted. "Grab
the pommel of my saddle with your other hand and throw
yourseLf on the broncho's back behind me sideways. Never
fear! I won't let you slip !"
"Charley, I can never do it."
"You must do it! Your horse will be down in a minute more-for you to get down under the feet of these
cattle can mean nothing but death."
It was a desperate undertaking, but it succeecled.
An instant later, and Carrie, clinging desperately to
Charley and the saddle, had planted herself on the horse's
back.
And none too soon.
Scarcely had the broncho been relieYed of the weight it
was carrying than the poor beast stumbled and fell.
Its doom was sealed, but so rapidly were they whirled
fo rward that neither Charley nor Carrie saw anything of
what followed .
Coolly Charley directed the clinging girl what to do,
and a moment later she was astride the broncho with her
hands clasped about his waist.
" Oh, Charley! Charley!" she gasped. "I'm fainting
again. What shall I do?"
" If you faint, Mrs. Downing, I can't help you," was
the reply. 'il shall not try. I shall just let you go."
" Oh, my husband! He's dead! I know it! I S'aw him
go down."
"Then he is where I should haYe been if you ha.d been a
good shot. I've done all I can for you. It is up to you to
keep cool now and save yourself."
· For some minuieF after that Carrie did not speak, but
there was no faint ing. She held on tightly enough.
Meanwhile t he herd kept crowding by them, but Charle.r observed that the rush was n ot quite as fierce, a.nd he

knew by this that the main bo<ly of the cattle must have
passed them, and they were nearing the rear.
"Carrie l" he called.
:'I'm ali right, Charley."
~',Ve are almost out."
"Do you think so? We must be almost to the river."
"We are! Hark! What is that?"
On ahead the lowing of the cattle had suddenly grown
louder, and there was the sound of splashing water, too .
Splasl1 after splash follo"ed in quick succession.
"Hea,ens ! They arc crowding each other over the bluff
and into the river!" cried Charley. "Hold on tightly! If
we go over and strike the water fair we may still be
saved!"
'T'here was no answer.
Carrie was too badly frightened to speak.
What the end of it all would have been if they had
gone over the bluff it is hard to tell, for they were not
called upon the meet this calamity.
All at once the hst of the herd swept past them .
1'he danger· was now over, and Char).ey, pulling in the
horse, heaved a sigh of relief.
"Oh, we are out! , We are o~t at last!" gasped Carrie. ,.
"Thank heaven for this!"
"Don't faint now," sai.d Charley. ''While we have escaped others may have lost their lives. Brace up!"
He urged the horse on, coming in a minute in sight of
tbe river.
The herd irnd now turned right and left, and the frightened animals were scattering in all directions.
That many of them actually went over the bluff and
were drowned Charley s-i.1bsequently learned.
Seeing that not.bing was to gained by keeping on in
thi.s direction, Charley turned and rode back over the
ground they had passed.
He could see nothing of either Captain Hen's party n or
the Indians. The co.urse covered by the herd had been
longer than he had realized.
",Vhat are ·we going to do ?" asked Canie at last. "I
don't see a soul. I don't know at all where we are."
"Neither do I," replied Charley, "and I think the best
thing we can do is to strike down the river to Corral No.
3; some of my party will be sure to show up there in
time."
"Am-am l to be arrested, Charley?"
''Xot by me. T"m not fighting women ." '
''l wish l <.:ould make you umlerstaml how sorry I am
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for having tried to shoot you. You don't blame me fo r
trying to get my husband free."
"I'm not bothering my head about your affairs. I've
bad trouble enough on your account."
"I know it. I'm so sorry, but I've had my share of it,
too. Do you want to know about it? I'U tell you if you
do."
"Tell it if you wi sh . I can't help thinking. though,
that if ,vou had acted squarely with me all this would not
have occurred."
"Perhaps it is so," replied Carrie, "and I don't blame
you a bit for being cold to me . I'Ye had an awful time of
it, though.. After you left me at Vista City I got afraid
and hurried down stairs. Well, I was unlucky enough to
run into Tom Peterson. He was raging because you shot
him. He put a pistol at my head an d forced me out the
back way. We ran into Kid Carter, my father's clerk.
Ob, it was awful! Tom hated him, and so he shot him
dead and then he made me mount the horse and got up
behind. I thought he was going to kill m e every moment. I could not do anything but submit."
"He didn't last very long, it seems," said Charley. "I
found his dead body by the barranca. Who was responsible for that ?"
"I ought not · to tell, J suppose," answered _Carrie, with
a shudder, ''but I know my husband is dead, so it can
make no difference. We ran into a party of the cowboys
led hy poor Bill. Well, ther e was a fight-who can blame
him? He shot Tom P eterson, and I went with him to
No·. 5."
C3rrie now began to weep and call out, "Oh_, Bill!
Bill!"
"What on earth shall I do with her?" Charlie asked
himself: as he urged the horse on toward No . 3.

CHAPTER XXIII.
UP .AGAINST BOSS MICH.A.ELS AGAIN.

Carrie quieted down after a little, and resumed talk
about her own affairs.
She informed Charley that she had been married over a
year to Bill Downing,· but the fact had been l~ept secret
on account of Uncle J oe Pike's opposition to the man.
By the time Carrie had got ready to stop talking they
were in sight of No. 3, and Charl ey spurred on to the
hut.
As he drew near he saw that there were several horses
in the corral, and he reined in, uncertain what to do.
"If they belong to your friends we had better make for
Vista City," he said . "J'ye tarted in to see you safe, ancl
I want to put t he job through .''
1
''J can·t ay that I recognize the horses," replied Carrie.
''But then I wouldn't, anyhow. l don ·t lrnow "·h at to ad·
vise.'·
"f:uppose you stop where "·c are while I go ahead and
baYe a look? '
I
"P robahlv that "·ould be the best way:'
1'You kno"· t he t rai l to Yista City.
You can sho\\' me
the way if I decide to go?''

"Wb~·, . mely I can, Charley. I know every foot of 'the
way perfectly. Go on and see. If they are some of Bill's ,
fellow~ it will be safe enough for yon to go in among
them ,rith me. They'll never recognize you as yo u arc
dres;;ed now, and I promise you I'll never give you away:'
"Prorni,e that vou won't move off with the horse before
I come back." "
" \\11y. of course I'll promise that. After you have twice
sa Yetl m~· l i Ce tlo yon lhink T would be mean enough to go
baC'k on you? If ~-ou clo yo u must hare a very low opinion of me, I must 8ay."
Charlev concl uded to risk it.
A big ·cottonwood tree grew close to the spot where he
had halted, and he left Carrie there with the horse, starting on foot toward the hut.
As he rlrew near he caught the souncl of a banjo, and
some one singing.
This gave him hope, for he felt that it conld hardly be
the Indians.
Creeping up behind the hut, he peered. in tbro ugh the
open window, favored by the darkness, and there saw a
number of cowboys seated at the long table, or lounging
about the room.
One was Long Tom Leathers, Tim McCarthy was another, the rest he took to be the men of No. 5 who had
escaped the fight. He thought he recognized several faces .
Still he could not be quite sure. .
"Shut up with that banjo a minute, will you?" cried
Long Tom. "I want to hear what Nick is saying. You
saw Bill Downing dead on the ground after the herd went
by-is that what you said?"
"Yes," replied the man addressed. "I seen him with
my own eyes. He was trampled to death all right, and I
guess Carrie was, too, although we could not find her
body."
"It's terrible," said Tom, "but then you must admit
that Bill brought it on himself. If he hadn't gone back
on Charley Catherwood this thing would never have occurred."
"That's so," replied Nick. ''We were all of us wrong.
The boy owns the range, and we ought to have stood by
him. I'm blamed sorry now, but who do you suppose ever
started Hen Cody after u s-that's what I can't understand?"
"Who should it be but the kid boss himself!" called out
anoth er cowboy. "If I could only get sight of him I'd
blame soon put a bullet thTough his head. Bill Downing
was my best friend, and I hold Charley Catherwood responsibl e for his death ."
Jo one made any answer to this, not even Long T om .
"I can't trust 'em," thought Charley. "The only thing
for me_ to do is to connect with Hen Cody and the boys
of the north range, throw off all disgui se, and declare myself; bnt to-morrow will do fo r that. Best thing I cp.n do
now is 1.o pnll away and take that girl t o Vista City and
hit it again in the morning; but I want a h orse. I've had
enough of riding with her."
E is hard lines when a man has to steal one of his own
horses in order to get a ride, but' that is what Charley had
to do that night:
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FREE CONVICTS FLUSH.
Instead of the usual prison gdt of $5 each, fifteen inmates of the State penitentiary at Walla Walla, Wash.,
took away with them a total of $704, earned in wages,
when released the other week. The leading capitalist of
the crowd carried $92. 70, the next $85.10, ,six had cash
varying from $60 to $80 each and the lowest $15.80, all
earned a.t the rate of 50 cents a day and board on public
road work in Douglas County.
TO SHOOT ACROSS THE CHANNEL.
A dispatch from Berlin credits Professor Rausenberger
with the statement that artillery will- be built of such
great size that it will be able to bombard England across
the Channel; hut it would not be necessary to increase
the size of the gun to secure the necessary range of 21
miles. There are existing guns-plenty of them-that
can cover far greater distances than that. Many ;years
ago Colonel Ingalls, in calculating the ballistics of the
Brown 10-inch wire-wound gun of 4,000 foot-seconds
velocity, found that at 45 degrees elevation the shell would
be thrown a distance of 49 miles, and that, during its
flight, it would rise 18 miles into the air.
A CAN ADA PROVISION AL.
Th e war has resulted in a curious Canada proYisional.
The current 2c. stamp has been com-eded into a 3c. stamp
by the insertion in the plate of a large "T" with the
figure "1" to the left and "c" to the right. The charncters
arc colorless, the same as the letters in the words " \l.rar
Tax" which appear on the le. stamp. 'l'he new stamp was
put on sale very early in January, according to the American Boy, and many objections are being placed against the
new stamp, especially by the postal clerks, on account of
its resemblance to the current 2c. stamp.
Th e new stamp has been issued in responf:c to the demand of the public for a single stamp in which the postage and war tax might be combined. It 1·s a fact that

in the lead, turned back and assisted the fawn until the
bank of the river was safely reached. The three deer
then stood still and rested for some time.

N" APOLEOX :XECKLACE FOR $25.
How an historic necklace given by Napoleon to
Jo ephine wa s sold by Samuel Davidson, proprietor of an
antique shop in Chinatown, San Francisco, for $25 to an
Eastern tourist, and by. the tourist resold for $80,000, was
revealed recently by Mi s Jean McEwen, of No. 1360
Jones street.
Da ridson recalls the necklace, the tourist and the sale
very distinctly and bemoans his poor luck in not recognizing the treasure that lurked in the amber beads which
made up the necklace.
He says he bought the necklace from a London collection for $20, and found it hard to dispose of.
According to Miss McEwen, the woman who bought the
beads clicl not know what she had until she had occa,:ion
to send them to Tiffany's to have the gold thread on whiC'h
they were strung repaired. The jewelers offered her
$50,000 for the gems, without telling her why. Finally
she receiYecl $80,000, and then learned that on the inside
of earh amber bead appeared the words ":;'fapoleon to
.T osc1 hine."
The necklace is said to haw heC'n stolen from the
Lonnc, and the French Gorernrnent had an offer of
Sj;L50,000 ont f.or its return.

OS'I'B fC'H F.AlUIHXG PROYES .\ SuCC'E~S .
Last fall ,Joe )[iller, of the 101-Ranch, brought a flock
of ostriches from California and placed them on the ranch
southwest of Ponca City, Fla., "·ith the intention of trying the experiment of raising ostriches in Oklahoma.
The experiment ha proved rncce fnl and the ostriches
haH' ju,:t C'ommenccd laYing. ThC're arc at present fifty
· h
oslrlr' rs on the ranch. When forty egg~ are secured thcv
·
·n 1 1 1
This will require · ix
)C P accc in an rncubator.
-n·i
weeks· tin1€ . Miller says that it is no more trouble to
any combination of stamps can be used th at will ma 1rn_ raise ostriches than it i~ to raise turkeys. The birds arc
kept in a large barn iluring the winter.' They are feJ on
______
up the 3-cent rate.
grain of any kind and alfalfa hay. During the summer
months i.hey are turned out in a large pasture and require
BUCK SAVES FAWN.
Eel Roper, a farmer living on the Ferry County side of no extra care or feeding.
The plumes or feathers are a ource of considerable
the Columbia River, Wash., saw three deer· drirnn to the
and pay very ,rell for the trouble of raising. The
revenue,
safefor
Columbia River by dogs and then forced to cross
the 101-Ranch will produce an average of $50
on
birds
the
of
side
his
to
crossed
had
Roper
i.y the other day.
riYcr in a rowboat and heard the barking of the dogs near worth of plumes at each plucking and they will be plucked
twice a year. The eggs are said to be good eating. one
the bank of the river that he had left.
sufficient for a meal for a la~ge family .. One ostrich
being
safety
Three deer, a buck, a doe and a fawn, sought
about as much as eighteen hen eggs, ancl it is
weighs
egg
his
toward
swimming
were
ancl
river
the
in
by swimming
sicle when Roper hid himself in order not to frighten the asserted to contain as much nutrition as twenh-fom hen
eggs. The flesh of the young birds also is ·appetizing
deer baek again.
having a taste similar to that of a turkey .
meat,
The fawn fell behind the others and appeared unequal
cl iniate of this section seems adapted to tile birclq
'T'he
thought
Roper
and
water,
cold
swift
the
with
to the battle
it 1rould surely drown, when the buck, which had been I and the original flock of fifty is still intact.
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TAKING HIS CHANCES
-OR-

THE BOY WHO GOT ON
By DICK ELLI.SON

,

(A SERIAL STORY)

CIIAPTER III (continued)
"Only the vest. The money is gone a:qd now it's up to
me to make up your share. I think it would have been
better if we had divided it. Then it would not have all
gone. I was too careless with it."
"Never mind," said Jack. "1Ye will make more, and it
wasn't your fault."
Bob described the man and what had happened to the
landlord and others, and some one said:
"That's Jerry· Blackman. He's always hangin' around
trying to see what he can pick up. Lost much, young fellow?"
"More than I could really afford," said Bob. "Fortunately, all of my money was not in the vest, and I've
paid my bill."
"You want to be careful and not show yoµr money before strangers," said the other.
"It's all right to say that when it's too late," laughed
Bob. "However, it might have been worse, and I'll take
chances on getting it back if I ever meet this J eny Blackman again. Come on, Jack, let's go back and get some
sleep."
They returned to the hotel, and Bob told Jack how he
had fallen asleep and had awakened to see the man in the
room.
"I heard you," said Jack. "I knew that there was something up and got into my breeches in a hurry. I wanted
to catch him, but be was too much for me."
"You did first rate," said Bob. '~I'm sorry I wasn't as
quick, for, behrnen us, we might ha~'e done something to
brag about."
Bob went into his room ancl was undressing by moonlight, the candle having burned clown to the socket, when
he saw something dark lying on the floor near the foot of
the bed, right in the moonlight.
He stoopccl, picked it up and saw that it was a roll of
bank bills.
''\V- ell, I declare !" he gasped, hurrying to the window.
"These must have dropped out when he pulled the vest
off the post."
Ile hurried into the hall and tried to enter Jack's room,
but found the door locked.
' "Hallo! Who's that?"
"It's me, Jack. I've found some of it on the floor."
In a few moments Jack opened the door in his shirt and
trousers and said: ·
"Come in. I hadn't got to sleep."

They counted the money and found about thirty dollars
in one- and two-dollar bills, there being no larger bills in
the roll.
"I remember putting the big bills in a roll by themselves," said Bob. "This roll, being Larger, fell out. Well,
we're not entirely strapped, but after this I'm going to
be more careful. You'd better take care of this, Jack."
"No, you keep it. We've got enough to get along on
until we strike work, and I can trust you. We are not far
enough away yet, and that is bothering me more than
the loss of the money."
Bob could not pursuade Jack to take any of the money,
and he went back to bed, falling asleep at once and not
awaking till the sun was up.
Refreshing himself by sousing his head in a basin of
water, Bob dressed and then, rapping on the wall, said :
"Hallo, Jack, are you up?"
"Yes, long ago, and dressed."
"All right, tben. Let's have breakfast."
Jack was at his door when he opened it, and the two
went downstairs and were making their way to the diningroom when, just before they reached the office, they heard
the landlord say:
"There were two boys 'who came here last night. Do you
suppose it was one of them?"
Jack seized Bob nervously and drew him back, as some
one answered:
·
"This one was slim and fair. He calls himself Jack."
"Come," whispered Jack, tugging at Bob's sleeve.
"'l'hey're after me, but I'll never go back. Quick, this
way. '1.'hey haven't seen us yet, and there is still time to
escape. Stay, if you like, but I'm going."
"No, I'll go with you," said Bob, as they heard footsteps in the office.
"That's the one," they heard the stranger say. "That's
ltim. J don't care for tbe other, but the boy ,Tack is a
thief, :rnd I'm going to have him."
They had reached a rear door by this time, and Jack
threw it open and ran out, quickly fol.lowed by Bob.
They darted down an alley between two buildings and
soon reached the railroad track, where they were in sight
of the little station.
"Bob," said J ack, with a white and frightened face,
"that's a lie; I am not a thief, but I'll never go back with
that man. It's as much as my life is worth. Give me
some money, and I will take the train !!,Del go anywhere."
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"You don't belie,e what that man said-that I am a
"We ·n go together,'' said Bob, taking Jack's arm and
hnrning him forw.Hcl. "There's a train now. It's up to thief?"
"Ro, I don't."
u~ to do so meth ing, and I'm going to take chances on
"He is my guardian and I am afraid of him. He would
going ahraLl"
have forced me to go back, no matter what I said. I
want to get as far away as I can. I'll work and do anyCHAPTER IV.
thing, and he can have the money, but I won't go back.''
"ir ell, we'll stick to each other, Jack, and share the
BOB RENEWS A FORMER ACQUAINTANCE.
good and the bad. There'll be something to do, and I
The boys reached the little station in a few moments- guess we're both ready to take all the chances that
offer."
and found two trains just about to pull out.
'·I am, at an:\' rate, ·' sllid Jack.
Bob sprang ilboard the nearest one, taking Jack with
At the end of about five hours, the train not beillg a
him.
"This train goes East," gasped Jack, as the train gave fast o_nc, they arrived at the place to which they had,bonght
their tickets.
a sudden jar and rattle and began to move slowly.
It was then about noon and a considerable crowd had
"Yes, I know, but I'm going to keep them guessing,"
said .Bob. "Corne on . It's lucky there were two. of them glltherecl llt the railroad station to see the train come 111,
this being evidently an affair of importance to the people
l1ere at the time."
He sprang from the car on the side opposite where he of the place.
Bob and Jack were on the forward platform of theiT car,
had boaraed it, ran forward a car or two and then, as the
other train was getting under way, glanced quickly over ready to jump off as soon as it stopped.
The speed had slackened considerably, and Bob was
his shoulder at Jack.
"All right, l can do it. Look out for yourself, Bob. about to descend the steps, when the engine gave a
tremendous whistle.
N eYer mind me."
In another instant Jack u ttered a startled cry and exJack took a flying leap and alighted on the lower step
of the moving i;ar with the greatest ease, Bob springing claimed in terrified tones:
"Look there! She will be killed!"
upon the step of the car adjoining, and the two boys hurA yomig lady in an open buggy, drawn by a spirited
11.cd into the forward cr.r and sat down as the rear end
horse, harl stopped a few yard from the track at the end
o.f the efl~tbonnd train whizzed by them.
"That'_ all right," said Bob. "By the time they have of the station.
The screech of the locomotive had startled the horse, .
missed us they will know that the train has gone. Then if
·a ny one saw us leave th.e house they will have to guess and he had suddenly dashed forward right to,vard the
train.
which train 'l'.e took."
In another moment he would run into it, upset the
"T conlcl not have gone away alone," said Jack, breath· eause t he d eat h of the young 1acl y.
in 00 hard. "You gave me a good lift."
buggy, an d no doubt
The latter seized the reins and tried to hold him back,
"Why, you jumped aboard as easy as could be, you
but the delay was only the slightest.
·
young jack-in-th e-box."
"Yes, maybe, bnt I would not· have thought of going
'l'he horse had the bit in· his teeth, and dashed forward,
. to the otl1er . No,·v
, , 1,·f a ny one di'd see us
f-rom O11 e t r,a111
beillg now unmanageable.
they']! declare ilrnt we are on the eastbound train."
A cry of horror went 11p from the crowd, but therr ,ms
,;Thtlfs ju~t what I want them to think," said Bob.
In a few minutes the conductor came along and Bob no one near enough to stop 1.he frightened animal.
'·I t's taking big chances," murmured Bob under his
said:
"We haven't any tickets. "\,Ve didn't have time to buy breath, "but I'Ye got to do it."
H r sprang upon the lower step, swung off 1d1ilr the car
them. H ow far doc,, this train go?"
"Well, I can sell you a ticket for 'Frisco, but you'll have wai't ~till in motion, ran ahead and seized the bridle of the
to change. I go only il.S far as the end of this division, a panic-stricken animal when within less than a yard o.f the
hundred miles. You'll have to change · there, anyhow." · moving train.
·"Whoa, old man, whoa !" he cri ed, speaking gently, bnt
"What's the fa.re?"
using a. firm hand and throwing all his weight upon the
"Four-fifty."
animal so as to force him backward.
"Give me two tickets."
H e was taking desperate chllnees, indeed, for it would
After the conductor had passed on, Jack said:
"Wliat are yon running away for, -a nyhow? Couldn't need but one plunge o.f the terrified creature to force him
und er the wheels, and his life would be sacrificed to sare
yon get on where you were?"
'·~ o," said Bob. "Since I was a littl e fellow I have tl:e }"01mg la<ly"s.
"Whoa, old fel low, whoa, whoa!'' he said, keeping a
liYCd with Dad Smith. He was a friend of my father's. I
worked and went to school. Then Dad died, there was firm grip on the bridle and slowly but . urely forcing tl;e
not anything left, I had very few frienas in town, and I horse backward out of harm's way.
The train stopped and now sercral men ran to the boy's
thought it was better to go away and take chances than
to stay there. What are you running away for your- assistance and backed the horse sti ll farther from the
train.
self?''
Jack colored and said:
(To be continued )
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TIMELY TOPICS
during the nig11fs sleet. The sheep had gone lo lhe fa r
side 0£ their pasture. When Whillhi te found it impossible
to drive. them back to their pens, he took a. load of straw
bedding to the sheep and left them in the open for the
night. The next morning he found some of the ~heep
standing and some lying, but all frozen to the ground .
'
After he l~ad chopped them from the ice the sheep seemed
'
Herman Larson purchased a farm in the vicinity of none the worse for the experience.
Fre<leric in Polk County, Wis ., and la&t summer built a
houEe there and made preparations to move on the propAlthough l\farconi has been confined to his room at the,
erty, whi ch he had been renting to neighbors. The other Hotel Miramare, Genoa, owing to grip, he has not ceased
day he went np to Frederic ahead of his family, expecting work on a new discovery, the secret of which is closely
to put things in readiness, when he found that the house guarded. · It is. said that his discovery will have considerahu<l been carried off by thieves.
ble influence in the development of the war ii the experiments which he is carrying out in hi s rooms at the hotel,
J . IT. Fisher, of Cleveland, ninety years old, works eYery which have been transformed into an electrical workshop,
day at his forge or in his machine shop. "I'm working are successful on a large scale as they have been on a
because I like to, '' he said. "I'd rather wear out than small one. Marconi is helped in his experiments by his
rust out." Fi sher, who has toiled at his trade for seventy faithful assistant, the Marquis Solari, who is most enyear , brought np ten children. "Music and poetry have thusiastic about the new discovery, but has pledgcll his
played a big part in my life," said Fisher. "I believe word to reveal nothing about it.
they have helped me keep young. I haYe always kept myself contented."
The fish canners of Stavanger, ~ orway, who have been
trying to become I independent of foreign countries for
When Thoma;: Bertrand, of Beaver Falls, Pa., visited their supply of tinplate, have been successful in their
hi~ chicken coop the other morning he discovered that attempts to secure sufficient capital for the erection of a
ibiev7s had broken in ::md stolen a rooster and two hens. rolling-mill in their city. :More than 30,000 tons of t inOn the floor, partly hidden in straw, he found a gold-filled plate are us€d annually in the Stavanger district alone.
hunting case ,ratrh which a thief evidently had dropped. The plans for the new mill will provide for ycarl)' producA local j e"·eler rnlucd the watch at $18. "I was always tion of at lea t 30,000 tons. This enterpri se will ro t.
told that raising chickens paid big dividends and I am more than $1,000,000 and will emplo:r 400 to 500 men .
now sure of it," remarked Bertrand.
The electric machinery to be installed will produce 1,600
horse-power, but the maximum production will probably •
Among the dramatic surprises of the war, of which not be reached for three or four years . No attempt will
thrre have heen not a fmv, the swift capture of Erzerum be made to begin construction until after the close of the
and the equally swift descent 0£ the Russian troops into European war, because of the difficulty of obtaining raw
.-\ ~iatic Turkey must always be conspicuous. 'l'he cam- material.
paign in the Caucasus, hitherto regarded as insignificant,
may yet prove to be the means by which Russia will realize
The head 0£ what is supposed to be a prehistoric animal
her age-long dream of a port on the warm seas, open the was unearthed on the farm of Homer Fenter;;, near Macy,
~-e.a r round for her incoming and outgoing sea-borne and is now on exhibition in the window of a clothing store
tra clc.
in Pern, Incl . The horns, skull and a part o-[ the farial
bonrs of an animal were found, but the claR~i ficatio11 is
1
Ad eline Mackyol, aged three, and Frederi ck Mackyol, unknown to students of natural history in thiR city. '1 he
former
Wallace,
Benjamin·E.
Col.
by
examined
were
bones
aged four, were burned to death, and their mother, Ilfr.
Gni-t 1.1ack)·ol, was fatally injured in a fire which destroyed own~r of the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus, but he was untlwir home. _To. :3620 Minnesota aYenue, Dnluth, Minn. able to tell to what animal they belonged . Mr. Wallace
DiC'k . a white bull-dog, sacrificed hi~ life in an effort to said tlrnt in some respects the bones resembled those of a
sa \'C the littl e ones, and his dead body wa R found lying water buffalo. rrhe horns of the head droop several inches
on 1he bed beside the charred remains of the tiny girl. brlow the. lower jaws and they are twenty-three inches
An explosion of a kerosene lam p was responsible for the from tip to tip. The head will be sent to a Chicago insti tution, where it will be examined and classified b.,· stu 'fire.
clrnts of natural history. Some months ago the bones of
.T. Y. 1Yhilfhite, a farmer near Grant City, l\Io., spent a large mastodon were unearthed in the Yicinity of Macy,
the grrater part of one forenoon recently c:hopping hi s several m iles from the place wbcre the present head was
sheep from the _icy ground to whi.c:h they had been frozen cfocoYered.

An orphan Southdown lamb, raised on a bottle at the
uniYer;::ity farm, Berkeley, Cal., achieved the distinction
of being c:hampion wether of his breed at the PanamaPacific Sliow, and grand champion of all breeds at the
recent stock show in Portland. The lamb won £or the
' ·
U niversitv of California $125.

.
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tempt a frontal attack. The war has proved the very contrary. Indeed, the present gigantic struggle fo r the c~pture of Verdun bas consisted, so far as the German m fantry is concerned, of little else but frontal attacks
against what are pr obably t he most completely defended
positions in the world. It is probable that since ~e early
history of warfare troops have never been subJected to
such a frightful ordeal as the dense masses of Gennan
infantry which have stormed, or attempted to storm, the
outlyiijg Verdun positions. The High Command of the
German army knows what it is about; but the average
layman is beginning to ask himself bow long the German
army can last if its numbers are to be reduced throu~h
the coming spring and summer at the rate of wastage m
the Verd 1m battle.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES

Letter to a Schoolmaster-My son will be unable to atConscien ce troubled an elclerly woman who paid local
teml school to-day, as he bas just shaved himself for the
cashier of railway company, X en· Cai'tle, Pa., 15 cents for
three rides she said she beat conductors out of eight years fir ~t time.
ago .
'·SJ1e thi11ks her husband is a c1ccp-dyed Yillain."
"\\"h,Y?'' " \\Tel]. she's neYer been able to catch him doing
A gigantic American eagle. pct of tlie police an~l kept
anythi 11g \\'l'OJ1g.''
in the Police Zoo, escapecl from its cage and earned off
a suckling pig from a farm at Fourpole, near I~unting" Do ~·o n know t hat a gai,eous emanation from radium
ton, W. Va. T he eagle disappeared after selZlng the
is lni nsfo nn c(l into lie] ium, 1Ii~s Elderly?" "No, Mr.
porker.
Jinl,s, rn ju~t bet yo u're talking lO\'C to me in Latin."

------.

A company of Chinese solclieTS regularh enlisted in the
militia in Hawai.i constitutes an odd boch in the rcsene
fighting forces of the United State£: . 'rlie organ ization
was formed with the sanction of the "\Var Department at
,1·ashington, and under the tutelage of American army
office rs has made such pronounced progrei's in the mastery
of military tactics that the recruiting of a second company is being consiclcrecl.
A man died in a local hospital at Woocllancl, Cal., recently as a result of injmies tustainecl }\·hen he fell from
the county bridge at Tanned. He su:ffcrecl a compound
fracture of the ja"·, ~incc when he had not hceH able to
masticate food or to take nourishment properl.1·. Graduallv he wasted away, literally from slow starrntion . The
vict im was an expert orchardist and had lil·ed in Woodland for several years.

"'fl1c \'Cl'\' Ll:1\' I fi rst met him;' said :i)Iiss Plane, '\,omcthing Loki ;ue l~c 1rciulcl eYentually fall .in lo1·c with me.''
"Imlcc,1;' rep! ircl ::\Iiss Knox, "the something 11·a:m 't your
mirror, was it~-,

Intend ing Lodger-You say a music teacher liYes next
door; ihai. i~ not plea ant. Landlady-Oh, that ,ron't
nrni.icr; be hai; t 11,elvc children, and they make such a
noise yon can't hear the pia1to.
]llob bs-So yo11r i11vestment turn ed out ha(lly, eh? I
thought yoa got in on the ground floor. Slobbs-1 dicl,
but it looks ns though some other fellows had sneaked in
thro11gh tl1c cellar window .

He-If you loYecl me, wh:v did you at fir,;t refuse me?
She-I wanted to sec how you ,rould act. Re-But I
might haYc rushed off without waiting for an explanation .
'l'hc snowfall has resulted in a great slaughter of deer She-Oh, I had the door locked.
by predatory animals, in the opinion of C. J, Hil ls, of
Oakridge, Ore. He tells of finding several carcasses, one
l\'Irs. :Yuriteh-I want to get a pair of sn·ell ,rhite gloves
indicating that the deer had been killed by a wildcat. At to wear to a ball. Clerk-Yes'm. How long do you want
this point t he snow was twenty feet deep and the deer had them? Mrs. Nuritch-See here, young man, I ain't talkbeen there apparently several days in a space ten feet in' about rentin' 'em. I want to buy 'em.
square. It had eaten a bunch of maple bushes for food.
'
As it could not get out of its snow prison i_t became easy
Two commercial travelers went on a pleasure trip in an
prey.
open boat, and both, being poor seamen, lost their oars .•
After drifting out of sight of land and becoming exhaustIn the years preceding the war we were told, says the ed, one went to sleep and the other remained on watch.
Scientific American, that so mnrclerous would be the com- Sucldenlv the lookout cried : "1V nke up, I see a sail."
bine<l artill ery, nrnchine-gun and rifle fire from an en- "Never mi11Ll.'' saicl bis sleepy companion, "I left my samt;:enched position ihat no troops in the world would at- ples on shore."
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call again. Glorio11s prospect! to have a robber-chieftain
'l'HE ROBBRR OF DK'\7IL'S POOL.
By John Sherman

Imagine a great mass of brown curls, tucked into a net
-a pair of rogui h hrown eyes-one dainty slipper, and
one torn shoe-a dress tucked up jauntily over a gay
balmoral, and an exquisitely dimpled arm and band flourishing a gay feather cluster among brocatelle sofas and
chairs.
Imagine all this, and you will have a portrait o.f Gipsy.
The morning sun ~rept stealthily. in at the window and
played joyously upon the vJlrnt carpet, while a tall, lighthaired exquisite, in a duck suit and panama, crept with
equal stealth in at the door, and stood complacently viewing the scene through his eyeglass.
"'Pon honor, Gipsy, you are as sweet as a May morning in that rig. Ha, ha! I'm glad I've caught you."
"Caught me, indeed!" and the duster handle came down
with a thump on the floor. "Do you suppo_e I .care how
you catch me? Come, no nonsense, you immaculate piece
of perfection. You are nonpareil. 'Tis enough for both.
Just step over that pile of dust-'Come o'er the sea, Charley, sweet Charley, dear Charley,'" she sang, ga.yly, "and
I'Ye something to tell you when you get afely on this
side of the dirt pile. There, your clothes are safe once
more, and you are happy. Not an atom · of dust on your
di tracting tic. :N" ow to business. I want you to go down
to DeYil's P ool with me this afternoon, and help to gather
some of the lo,ch· red berries that grow thrre, to put in
Effie's hair, for i.hc party to-night."
"Can't go, 'pon my word. Impossible."
"Ah, you don't want to go. Then I'll break my engagement. "\,on't have anytliing to do ,ri1;l1 you . It's hard
enough i.o undertake to remodel such a dandy under any
circumstances, and to make you into something practical
and useful, without any opposition on your part."
And, so saying, the brown witch on the sofa beside him
flashed a half-comical, halt-fierce glance into the cerulean
eyes aboYe her.
"Yon'll hurt _\·our~elf, Gip, iE you go on at this' rate.
It's bac] enough for the health to get into a rage. Listen
to reason. I've got to go to Piermont to-night at six
o'clock, without .fail, to meet a gentleman on important
business; otherwi ' c, nothing would prevent me Crom going. l\Iy liti.le girl knows it. GiYc me a kiss, and
make up."
''"Won't gi,e you R kiss, no time, neYer, you complacent--"
"But you shall, you monkey, you elf, you--" and the
,entence was finishrcl in a peal of laughter and a love
skirmish.
"rll be rc,·enge<l," cried the rosy-lipped creature of
sweet ~ixtcen, as she sank breathless and nettled in the
corner of the sofa, her tumblccl curls flying ancl her eyes
twinkling behind her lon~r·s glasRes, ,rhich he had perched
on the eonquerncl beauty\; 11ose. " rJI go alone to Devil's
Pool. J'll take my pistol, and ride Meg; and i.f I meet
DaredeYil. so much the better-I'll ha,e seen him, then.
I'll hare a nice little talk with him-perhaps he'll cut you
out, no telling-and if he sees me home, I'll ask him to

lo.-er. l\I_\· clear, little, golclcH-hairecl, patent-leathered
adorer isn·t jealous," noticing a rising flush in hi cheeks.
"X ot a jealous, Gip. Go and make his acquaintance,
and if vou like him better than me-well, if you wilfully
endang~r your life, by going alone to Devil's Pool, don't
blame me when you find yourself dead, that's all," and,
flinging her hand from him, he sprang through the low
French window, and was gone before she could collect her
senses sufficiently to call after him.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
"Good-by to you, Miss Gipsy, honey; have a care to 1e
high-sperrited hoss, and keep de tight rein on her. I brin'
to mv recommend de time dat she ran wicl de old commod~'e, and frew him. So haYe. de care, baby."
"Never fear for me, Uncle Joe; I have a constitution
like the United States, and can manage Meg or any other
animal of her size."
'l'he nut-brown maiden threw one radiant glance hack to
the faithful old servant, who held open the carriage gate,
and, touching up her spirited animal, disappeared around
the bend in the wooded road.
It. was late in the afternoon of the same day on which
the above scene took place-a faultless summer day-just
clouds enough to cover the distant hills with great purple
shanows, that continually chased each other over the tops
and clown the sides, clearing for an instant to bathe the
woods in a flood of yellow sunshine, that trickled through
the elms and lindens, , the pines and the maples, freshflushed with the thought of fall, and lay its golden fingers
in tlie moss beneath, when over the . un the idl e clouds
"·ould lazily float again, and shroud the landscape in a
mellow gloom.
"Oh, Meg!" exclaimed the little rider, as she drew rein
to watch the changing hues of the woods acxoss the rirnr,
"can't we have an adventure?"
Meg picked up her ea.rs, but whether at the id ea or at
the sound of a frog at the roadsi de, that gave an explosi,·e
grunt as though awakening from a bad dream and, turning suddenly in its miry bed, cannot be definitely determined.
"Gus is angry, that's certain," mused Gipsy. "He's
jealous. Terrible thing to have a jealous husband. I
must cure him. Bah! jealous of Daredevil, a notorious
robber and highwayman. This is really rich. Too. rich to
keep on such a warm clay. Yes; I will go to Devil's Pool.
I have my pistol, and-pshaw! there's no danger of meeting any one there. Get up, Meg; on with you! I .mu t
show Gus my berties in the morning."
An hour's ride brought Gipsy to a path in the forest,
across which the afternoon sun threw long bars of goldrn
li~iht. Following this familiar trail, which grew da.rke1·
aml narrower as she cautiously advanced, and often obligea
her to bow her head to the level with her horse to escape
i.he dense foliage, she at last came to an opening-a
ch2rming little dell, in which lay a black, sluggish pool,
edged with hushes, heavily laden with beautiful scarlet
berries.
Gipsy's eyes sparkled at the sight, and she thought of
her triumph on the morrow.
She glanced cautiously around ere she slid from her
horse's back, and felt instinctively for her :w"'"-'
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":--.fone of that, sir. Meg goes by my vo ice. Throw
She turned up the skirt of her habit, and loacled it with
your w11ip."
away
the tempting berries.
"You are an imperious little beauty. I really begin to
She could not satisfy herself with a few ..
Then she made them into a huge bouquet, and fastened adore you. Xow, allow me to show you some new tricks."
"Not a trick, sir. It's late, and I'm going."
them on to Meg's back, behind the saddle.
"Not so fast, my lafly. You shall wait my pleasnre,"
No sound broke the stillness but the chirping of the
he, springing forward, with uplifted hand, to catch
cried
crickets.
bridle.
Meg's
She grew bolder.
Gipsy's cheeks flushed with indignation, and she looked
"What a charming spot," she murmured. "How silly to
take the word of ignorant negroes that Daredevil bas made a modern Camilla as she stood upright on her horse.
"'l'ouch that bridle, sir, and you shall smell gunpowit his rendezvous. Probably the poor fellow is hundreds
cried she, pointing her pistol at his head.
der,"
of miles away. Why, this is a· natural circus ground,"
an instant the man lobked haff1ed; then, suddenly
For
rapturously.
she,
continued
Then tucking her riding skirt up over her gay balmoral, brightening up, he motioned to some one behind her, :mcl
and pushing her hat on to the extreme back of her head, cried:
''This' way. Seize her horse."
she jumped on Meg's back and stood upright, exclaiming:
Gip,;y turned in a ff-right.
before
here
turn
one
least
at
have
must
We
Meg!
''Up,
It was a ruse.
we go."
No one was there; but in that instant the robber caught
Meg pricked up her ears and broke into a da.ncing,
in his arms, drew her pistol from her hand, and seated
her
prancing hop-step.
half fainting, on the turf beside him.
her,
Gipsy's cheeks flushed with fun, and a merry laugh es"Gipsy," murmured a strangely familiar voice in her
caped her.
ear, and a great black wig and beard rolled from the robShe forgot her dangerous quarters.
head to the ground, "can you forgive me?"
ber's
At a word Meg broke into graceful bops, going around
golden curls and cerulean eyes, robbers' wigs and
Gus'
and around the pool in a circle, and then stood up on her
were instantly floating in confusion through
beards,
black
hind legs.
·
bead.
Gipsy's
It was her daily practise.
and there sat Gus instead.
robber,
the
at
up
looked
She
and
crimson
with
flushed
cheeks
her.
Gipsy stood firmly,
her.
on
flashed
truth
The
her eyes scintillating fire, when a loud laugh rang out on
Bewildered and weak with fright, now that the danger
the still air, and a man's voice cried :
passed, she sank pale and trembling within that horwas
"Bravo! Lady, d:o that again, and I'll give you a purse
cloak, upon a familiar duck vest.
robber
rid
of gold."
me, Gip; I didn't mean to carry the joke so
"Forgive
Gipsy's blood left her cheeks, and Meg came down with
far . I grew so confounded nervous over your coming ~ere
a bound.
alone that T i,ent my brother Dick to Piermont in my
There sat a black-bearded man dressed in a great cloak,
place, ancl followed on after you, dressed like Daredevil,
on a protruding rock above her head.
see what you would say when you saw him; and also to
to
"Just try it over, will you, and I show you some new
you from any one else. When I saw you so brave
protect
tricks? Here's the purse," he continued, holding aloft a
I couldn't help carrying the joke too far. I'm a wretch;
tiny· scarlet bag.
forgive me."
Gipsy felt that her face was pallid, and she trembled in
And he gazed piteously into her pale face. ·
her saddle; but with a mighty effort she commanded her
"You ·re no such U1i11g. There! I won't hear such
voice, and answered boldly:
stu ft."
''Keep your purse, sir. Who are y,ou ?"
And an arm stole softly around his neck, and a pair of
"One who is accustomed to being obeyed," replied the pale lips grew rosy as they darted beneath hjs mll8tarhe.
deep voice. "Continue your performance."
"You're my own sweet, darling little master."
"Who do you take me for-a circus rider? I am my
own mistress. I never ride for money or for strangers."
A full-grown golden eagle was captured in Rosshire,
"Ah, well; we can soon be acquainted, then. I'm Darerecently, under peculiar circumstances. Three
Scotland,
you--"
devil, and
"Miss Gipsy Wood, of Cedarville," replied she, without snri'acemen were employed at a section of a new portion
of the Highland line when they were attracted by the apflinching.
"You're a charming girl, I see; and I'm most happy to pearance of an eagle in a field three miles from Ardgay.
have met you. Now, will you repeat that equestrian per- On being approached the bird offered a fierce resistance
with beak ancl talons. The men threw their jacket;; over
formance ?"
"I will ride twice around the ring, sir," she repliecl, it, one holding its head enveloped in the jacket, while the
otlwrs tied its legs. The bird was seemed alive without
"and then I go. It's getting late."
much injury. It is seven feet one inch from tip to tip of
home,"
safely
you
see
will
I
"Oh! never fear the hour.
and the slim figure arose, swung himself from the rock wings. Eagles, it is said, cannot rise from the ground
down into the glen, and, breaking off a switch from a owing to their immense spread of wings arid comparativetree, stripped off the leaves, and placed himself in the cen- ly short legs. They require pinnacles, boultlers or steep
, precipices ere they can soar.
ter. ready to touch up }[cg when she came around.
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NEWS OF TI-IE DAY
Th e P ennsylvania, our first ship to carry twelve 14-incli
guns, rercntly went through her high-speecl trials satisfactorily, averaging for some hours one-half a knot aboYe
l1_er contract speed of 21 knots. In gun power, uncl particularly in armor, the Pennsylvani a may be considered
to outmatch the latest dreadnought s of other powers; but
her speed, having in mind ,rhat the other people are doing,
is lanwntably low; in proof of which consider the 25-knot
British Queen Elizabeth, the 23-knot Russian Gongort and
the 22.5 -knot Italian Oaio Duilio.
Foiled in an ,a ttempted elopement, Miss Lila Bowan,
sel'enteen years old, of Wayne, W. Ya., and Oullis Meek,
o:f Bussyvillc, Ky., are man and wife now as a result of a
ruse by the bride to avoid detection by her parents. The
girl disguised herself as an old woman, wearing a gown of
deep mourning and walking as if she were lame. Instead
of boarding the train here she made arrangement s with
railroad officials she knew to have the train stop one mile
beyond Wayne. She met Meek at Catlettsburg , Ky., and
they went to Louisa, where they were married.
Working for };ea.rs next to a valuable deposit of scheelite,
an ore of tungsten, Bradbury Brothers have just discovered
their wealth and are making the gold quest a secondary
matter. The men thought the rock at their mine, the
Oliff, eight miles northeast of Baker, Ore., was the practically worthless calcite and paid no attention to it.
Analysis has shown that they have probably the only
tungsten mine in the State, and the rock from it is worth
probably $6,500 a ton. Pumping has been hastened so
the rock can be removed and worked as soon as possible.

As lone: as the hulkloo·
n, whic·h for .vcars wa~ 111c pet of
"X o. ,-1-G Ho! Jy street, Ph ilac1elof
1forphy,
E.
::VIary
Mrs.
phia. lives, it will be given the best of c:are th::it can be ohtained for $2 a week. Mrs. Murphy died recently and her
will directed her executor to expend the amount mentioned upon the care of the <log and established a t ru st
fond of $1 ,OUO for the purpose. "\Yh e11 the clog <lies as
much of the fund as remains will go to the T'cnnsylYania
Society for the Prevention of Cruelt? to Animals .
~

Miss Helen Elston Smith, of Crawfordsville, 1nd., niece
o-f lVIrs. Lew Wallace and of Mrs. Henry S . T,ane, both
o[ whom were distinguished Crawfordsvil le women, had
!,he unusual experjence in ~ew York City recent! _,. of :finding the body of a French army officer in the coffin which
was supposed to contain the body of a youni woman friend
whose cleath occurred in Europe. Miss Smith was in Xew
York to await the arrival of the bodv of her friend. It is
presumed that in some manner a ;ni si.ake was made in
the shipment of the coffin, and that )!!is~ Smith ·s frie-mrs
body was buried in some part of war-stricken France wj th
military honors.
An authority on dress and its cut for dain· cows is a
guest at the St. Francis, San Francisco, Cal., in t he person of Sir Francis Webster, of Glasgow, a wealthy manufacturer of hemp goods in Scotland and the owner of a
stock ra11ge in 'l'exas embracing 1,500.000 acres and thousancls of head of stock. · Sir Franc:is' cows are dressed
regnlarly e ery winter in suits of hemp cloth made at h is
own manufacturi ng estabLlsh.QJ.ent, to protect them from
ilie c:olcl and snow, minimize the dangers from tuberculosis
and increa~e their daily yield of milk. Each cow has two
suits a week. They are not elaborate clress affairs by ~ny
mean~. with lingerie and all that. ] t is a man -made dress
of one-pi(;ce, or simply a coverall blanket that fits loosely.
r['bis, of eourse, ineans added expense, but the yield of
milk during the cold weather is about 27 per cent. larger
than from rows not similarly protected.

The terms of one of the most nornl wills ever filed in
Morri son Countv, ~Jinn ., were complied with when a farm
in Pike Creek, belonging to the Josiah Page estate, was
sold for $2,000 paid to the county for a clock in the courthou se tower and $700 to the city of Little Falls for the
poor fund. The farm sold for !i\3,250. 'l'be will specified
that the county was to haYe not to exceed $2,000 for the
clock, and that the remainder, after all claims and exWhen 0. A'. "\'Verner, of Duarte, Cal., opened his house
penses were paid, was to go to the city for the care of the
otheT morning he found bis swinging seat occupieci by
obthe
latter
the
and
sons,
two
ancl
widow
a
left
poor. Page
was
tained a rourt judgment of $500 against the estate for a full-grown fox. With the cushion for a nest the fox
quarters.
his
enjoyed
evidently
and
comfortably
resting
caring for their mother.
When l1is presence became kno"'71, the members of the
A pair of baby shoes, made back in the good old pioneer family came trooping out to see the porch climber. 'J'hen
clay~. was presented to the Kentucky Historical Society the fox cl isappcared under tbe house, where his nature
recentlv bv Col. 0. E. Merrill, of Louisville. rrhe shoes prompted him to hide until the spec1.a1 ors left the porch,
were ~fld~ by Colonel Merrill's great-great-g randfatlier. when, finding the _ coast again clear, the fox gracefully
with
These sho0s ha rn a11 interesting family history. Since the jnmpecl on lhe porch and into the swinging i,eal, and,
adjusted
sati..,faetion,
and
comfort
of
air
human
i1lmost
an
been
have
they
ago,
years
140
career,
their
of
beginning
placcr1 on ilie feet of 200 babies of the Merrill family. the pillow and settled down to complete the morning nap.
They lii1Ye traveled through seven States, and had been When aga in interrupted the fox disappeared and headed
rctnrned from T ex:1s only recently, wlicn ihey were sent fol' the mountains. The theor,v that it hod escaped from a
bY Colom:! }fonill to join the Yaluahlc rollcction of telics l t1'(1.:riorn; captivity probably accounts for the domestic
i~ the rntH'11m of !110 historical society at Prankf0rt, Ky . tastes or the visitor.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
K ILLN \YOLF \\Tl'H CLUB .
The Du!nt-!ti;111 ,rho killed a bobcat in his dooryard with
a dub and the Du11n County, ,Yi~ .. girl who killed a wolf
with a m0p lrnl](lle ha\'Ci nuthng on Duncan :;\IcDonalcl, a
trapper, who killct1 a hi~ timber wolf ,rith a club near the
toll'n of Wolff, ::\Jinn., acc-ording to Al Hertiage, who has
returned from his lumber eamp in 1.hat section. McDonald. on snowsl1oe;;;, came anos:=: the wolf wallowing in the
dC'ep snow, unable to get away, and dispatched him by a
well-directed blow \\'ith a dub.

C' .\X.:-\.L TO REOl'EX.
Colonel Chc:=:ter Ilarding. acting GOl'C'rnor of 1.lte
Panama Cairnl zone, who \\·as in \\'ashington. D. C., announced that wsseb of thirty l'eet draught may pm,s
through the canal by April 15. It is rn111C'rstooc1 lhat
Major-General . GC'orge W. Gocthal~, who al,;o is in the
capital, will reofl'er his re~ign :ltion when cleep water traffit:
has been reopen eel.
"Co11C1itions in Gaillard Cut justify the predietion that
the canal will be arnilable for ships of thirty feet draught
on April 15, subject to probable temporary delays thereafter to meei. exige11cie~ of the dredging fl0et in completing the canal to full "·i r1th and depth and in remoYiJJg
shoals that mny po•sibly L1C', elop," said Colonel Harding.
. The tn:;k of tlearing lhc r·anal of the millions of ton. of
rock and earth haH been a <1ifficult in many particulars as
the origiual work r1f constructio11. When this navigation
again is opened it will finr1 an improvement in s.Jiip
handling equipment o,·cr that on land before the slides
began.

•
'l'RADE.
LOSES LIQUOR
Steamship companies operating from Seattle, having
lost the profitable liquor traffic handled each season, are
no,v planning to liandle shipments of this character from
San Francisco direct.
Until recent years this port enjoyed the great volume
of trade which ofierecl for Alaska ports during the open
seasons. The departure of the :N" ome-bound steamers,
chockablock with freight and passengers, was always an
interesting event, recalling the stirring day~ of the Klondike boom when ::3an Francisco served the bulk of the business.
Under the Washington prohibition law, liquor shipments to the North must originate outside of the State,
but can be transferred from one ves el to another at Washington ports. Approximately 200 tons of liquor are carried to 'Nome on each voyage during the short season of
navigation in Behring Sea, and rather than transfer the
heavy shipments at Seattle, it is understood the company
intends to carry them, together 1rith such additional cargo
as can be obtained direct from San Francisco.
FREAK PLANTS.
Of all the plant freaks in the world the "telegrapl1
nlant." which comes from India, is one of the queerest.

Eac!t of its large leaYes is ~omposecl of three part~. During the day the largest portion stretcl1cs ant toward the
snu, so as to c:atc], the full warmth and brightness, but
when night comes on the big leaf turns down, while each
of the small petals work;; da,_v and night, moving, as it
were, independently. They describe, in somewhat jerky
moYements, complete cirele~, th us deriving their name.
Then there is the strange fbhing plant, under the sea,
which opens and shuts periodically, like a big mouth.
When fishes arc near enough to this wonderful plant, all
of a sudden it dose,; its "mouth" and swallows them.
ln that wontlerful lam1, South '1.merica, there is a bush
or plant which is like an octopus. An explorer not so
Yery long ago was in the district where this plan grows,
says the Phih1delphia Inquirer. Suddenly he heard a
l1owl of pafo from his dog. He rushed to the rescue and
saw that the animal was firmly caught in the ropelike
meshes ancl tentacles of a big plant, ,vhich were wrapped
around its body. He had to cut the dog free, _a nd when
bis lta,nds came in contact with the fibrous meshes they became very blistered and red.
FISH C'AUGH'r I 1 TK\PS.
'['here are seYera l variC'tic. of salm011, the choicest being
the ''Sockeye." 'I'h e best fish weighs about eight pounds,
is fifteen inche~t long and has an ornl-~haped body with
l'C'l'_Y few scales. The :fish is a mo t delicate pink.
The home of the "Soekeye'' is in salt water, in Puget
Sound, in the Columbia RiYer aJ1d north along the coast
of British Columbia and Alaska, says the St. Louis Repuhl ic.
Here the salmon play in countless numbers, but as they
make their way toward the fresh waters they are journeying to their death. Few of them escape the fishermen .
And eYen though they do, they seldom li\·e more than
four Yenr~ . A "Sockeye ·s'' age is told by the number of
rings on his scales.
Er.rly in April tlie fishermen begin to get ready to
make their catch each year. For months trap builJers
,rork in their rainsu its. driving piles across some pass of
the rirer, "·here the Balmon will i.rarel. Wire netting is
stretched across the piling facing the ocean or salt water.
Fish coming from the ocean trike the wire netting and
follow it along, hoping to find some way of getting past
it. But after following it for a half-mile the :fish usually
finds t!rnt he is iu a trap. 'l1he trap consists of piling.
forming a. sq nare fifteen or twenty feet long, faced with
wire ncr, the four corners of which are fastened to a boom
arm.
At each trap is a platform built upon piling like a lighthouse. Here a hoid engine is installed, which raises the
fish in the trap anrl drops them into a boat known as a
scow. 'l'his i towed through the ocean 1.o the salmon
cannery.
Sometimes one scowload is estimated to contain :fifty
thousand :fish, and on some days four loads are taken care
'
of at one cannery.
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en

rlea 1irl1 like to hear, write ru.llo,e letters
be & dtu:1d1fe1low,rltb th1 gtrlal Write quiet f or Lonre
Ouk.et gh1Dc ampleleti.n. andlotaofotbergoodthlt1g1, All
lOo.
A.IIUS.Etr OOKPA.lff, KA.DISON, WI&
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$1.00

TYPEWRITER FREE, BOYS.

-\~i~th~e~t t~~!Ti
gl-.e away 1,000 typewriters to boy• wbo do a little
work for me in their spare time a.t home. For full
po.rtlcula.rs, address FRANK OLSON, East Hampton, Box 362, Conn.

CAN BE USED AS A CANDLE, TORCH OR LAMP.
RECOMMENDED TO THE THEATRICAL
PROFESSION AS A MAKE•UP LAMP.
VALUABLE IN HOME, OFFICE, OR STUDY.

~

novs LOOK AT MEt::~,'.::,~=

~
~ tg
and
11rr,._

A light i1 produced by pressing a key at the right, as
shown in the illustration. Release the key and the
light Is automatically extinguished,

~
~

Absolutely Positive in Operation

CII:::

There i, a quick, .detachable ash receiver at the baseeasy to clean, and which prevents spilling.

~

~

;z;

fi. <
Q

Try a Lighter for 30 Days
If it is not satisfactory, return it, and we will cheerfully refund your money.

Wizard Repeating LIQUID
Guaranteed

To savers of trading stamps and coupons : A N omatch
Lighter can be redeemed for the following coupons or
trading stamps :

Will slop the most viciousdo2(or
man) without pennanentinjury.
Perfectly 11t1.fe tn carry without danger orteakage. Fires and recharge&
by pulling trigger. Loads from any
llqutd. No cartrldJes required . Over
11:s: shots In one loading. All dealer,,

SPERRY & HUTCHINSON

500 stamps

1~1:::;. n~~ot;~f:i:::~!:':rat~

UNITED CIOAR STORE

::.::ei:•t

500 coupons or 100 certificates

order or U. S. a tamps.

PARKER. STEARNS & CO.,

SCHULTE CIGAR STORE

10o.

Money

No colna.

• 273 Georaia Av1au1,

· Brooklyff, N. Y.

500 coupons or 100 certificates
Remit by express or post money order.
Currency can be sent by registered mail.

The Nomatch Mannfacturing Co_.
271 Broadway, New York City, New York

TAKE NOTICE!

Itch Powder, Bombs and Cachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.

'

t _,

GLA'8"1! PEN.-Patent glass pen, with nice
'dip, writes like any ordinary pen; ea.ch put
up in wooden b9x.
Price, lOc., poatpa.Jd.
TIIE JOKER'S CIGAB.
The blggeat •ell of th& sea,.

,'WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

:r:::infi
~re~tr1f: ~ever~~
kiedy. When yeu come home,
slam the door shut and 'at
the same tf.me throw the
disc1 to the ftoor. Every pane ot class In tha
hoU:le wi,Jl at ence eeem to have been shattered. Price, by. mail, pootpald, S&c., a. set

son.
A real clear made of
tobacco, but secreted In the
eenter of cicar about one-ha.lt
~nch from end is a :fountain
of sparklet!I.
The moment
the· fire reaches this fountain
hundreds or sparks of fire
bur1t forth in every dLrection.
te the aatontahment ot the sn1oker. The flre
1• stage fl.re, and will not burn the skin or
olethtng. After the fl.rework• the victim ca.µ
centinue smoking the clear to the end. Price,
He,; 3 tor %lie; 1 dozen, 90c., malled, poat·

H. 1''. LANG, 1815 Centre St .• B'klyn, N. Y.

~d.

WINDOW SMASHERS.
The greateat senoatien, just

:CJ:)

GOOD LtTCX I'W'ZZLE.
It consiats or three horse•
amoes
taatened .tocethe1•.

from Paris. A mo1t wonderful e~ect o:! a amaahinl',

Only a. very clever peraon
can take off •he cl0aed
hor1eshoe from the two
linked horseshees.
But It
can be done tn a moment when the secret 1a
known. Price, by mall, 10c. each.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.

C

ii

wi~ 11

1

ot aix plates.

INDIAN FINGER TRAP. 1

~

A couple can be joine&
tocether and their struir·
i
gle to be released only
makes matters worse. It
wlll hold them as tlgh t
aa a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter it gripe.
Our traps are
extra long. Price, 10c, ea.ch; 3 for 25e. by
Jnall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. }:.

, VRA.'<K SMITH, 383 Lenox An., N. Y.

-

THE PH_A,.·,nou FINGER.
. As these fingers are ca.st ln
moulds in which e. person's ftngers h ave bePn enca!led1 they are
a. lifelike mode l of the sa.me. _'£he
flnger can be made to pass
through a person's hat or coat
without Injury to the hat or garment. It appe3.rs to be your ow n
finger. A J) Elrfect il lusion.
Price,
·
1,S:c.; 2 for 250., postpn.id.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

4

TB IC K COIN
HOLDER. Tbe

cotn holder ts attached to a rint.
mado so as to flt
anyone's fin g e r.
The holder clasps
tig htly a 25c. piece.
When the ring is
placed on the t\n g-er with the coi n showing on
the palm ot th e hand and offered In changa It
cann ot be pi cked up. A -nice .way to tip people.
Price by mail, poetpaid, 10c. each.
WOL.1'".F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 2Gtb St,, N. l.'.

TIU: LITTLE GUJ TELEPHOYB.

m

'J.'h e tranamltter In

~i~e ftre~~h~{:: be!:
imported parchment:
wtth

ordinary

use

will !aat a long time;

can be made in any

length
by
add Inc
co rd; the only real
telephone
tor
th e
money; each one put up in a neat box: fully
Uustrated, with full directions how to use
them. Price, 12c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W : 26th St.. N. Y.

0

WlllSTLEP:UONE
This Is one o!
greatest musical

t h a

f natrumenta ever 1nvented. It la made entirely
ot metal and Is irlmoet
Invisible when In use.
With it, In a few mo•
ments, you can learn
to play ail kinda ot
tunes, !-:.ave Iota ot tun. plea1e and amuse
your friends and make some money, too. Fine
:!or either song or piano accompaniment or
by it•el( alone. You place the wh!etlephone
in the mouth with halt circle out, place end
of tongue to rounded part and blow gentl:y
a• It to cool the lips. A tew trials wlll ena•
bl one to play any tune or air.
Price 6 cents ,~h by ma!I, post -paid
H . .F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B 'klyu, N. Y.

I

THE FRIGHTFUL RATTLESNAKE\
To all appearance it is a
harmless piece ot coiled
paper with a mouth.C.- piece attachment, but
upon placing it to one's
~
mouth, and blowing
1
into the tube, an tmita.tton snake o v e r twl\
feet In length aprlngs out ot the roll like a
flash o! lightning, producing a whistling, tlutterlng sound that would !righten a wild In·
dian. We guarantee our rattlesnake not to
bite, but would not advlee you to play the
joke on timid women or delicate children.
Each snake packed In a box. Price, lOc.; 8
for 25c., malled postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y
'

~

!JLACK-EYJ!: JOKE.
New and am.using Joker. l'lle
victim Is tole tc hold the tub19
close to hfs eye· , o as to excluda
all )lg-ht from fhe back, and then
to remove the tuli:»e untU ptcturet
appear in the center. In trying
to locate the pictures he wJil re•
cetve th e ftnest bJaok-eye you ever
saw. We turntSh a. amall box ot.
blackening prCcPara.th,n with eaci>.
tube, so the joke can be used in•
definitely. Those not In the trick
will be caught every time. AbsG•
lutoly harmless.
Price by mall llSc, each;
: for 26c.
C, BEI-I.H, 1:;o W. 62d St., New l'.ori, Cit;r.
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692 Young Wild West's Whirlwind Riders;

L ATEST I SSUES-

t172 Young ";lid ~est's Election; or, A Mayor at Twenty.
673 Young VI lid VI est and the Cattle Thieves· or Breaking up a
'
·
"Bad Gang."
674 Young Wild West's Mas~ot; or, The Dog That Wanted a Master
676 Young Wild West' s Challenge; or, A Combination Hard to Beat
676 Young Wil d West and the Ranch Queen; or. Rounding up the
Ca ttle Ropers.
677 Yoi:gT~~-d West's Pony Express; or, Getting the Mall Through

678 Young Wild Wast on t h e Big Divide; or. The Raid of the
Renegades.
679 Young Wild West's Million In Gold ; or. The Boss Boy ot Boulder.
680 YoL~ft 1~':t. W est R unning the Gauntlet; or, The Pawnee Chief' s

Chas ing the Border

Thugs.

693 Young Wild West and the Danltes; or, Arletta·s Great Perl!. d
694 Young Wild West In the Shadow of Death; or, Saved by a Re

Man' s Bullet.
696 Young Wild West a n d the Arizona Boomers ; or, The ·:.Bad ~len"
ot Bullet Bar.
696 Young Wild West After the Claim-Jumpers; or, Taming a •rough
Town.
691 Young Wild West a'nd the Prairie Pearl; or. Tbe Mystery ot No
Man's Ranch .
698 Young Wild West on a Crooked Trail ; or, Lost on the Alkali
D esert.
699 Young Wild West and tbe Broken Bow le; or, Tbe Outlaws of
Ye ll ow F'ork.
700 Young Wild West's Running Fight: or, Trapping the Reds and
Renegades.
701 Young Wild W est and His Deadshot Band; or. The Sm ugglen
ot the Canadian Borde r.
7 02 Young Wild W est's Blind Ride ; or, The Treasure Trcfv e ot the
Yellowstone.
Wild West and the Vigilantes ; or. Thinning 0qt a Hard
70 3 Young
t
Crowd.
Wild West on a C rimson Trail ; or, Arletta A mong the
Young
4
70
Apaches.

681 Young Wild W est and the Cowboys; or, A Hot Time on the
Prairie.
682 Young Wild West' s Rough Riders; or, The Rosebud ot t h e
Rockies.
683 Young Wild West's Dash tor Lite; or, A Ride That Saved a Tow n.
684 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out; or, The Ilattle tor a Silver
Mine.
686 Young Wild West and t h e Charmed Arrow; or, The White Lily
ot the Kiowas.
686 Young W ild West's Great Round Up ; or, Corrallng the Ra nch
Raiders.
687 Young Wild West's R ifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandit King.
688 Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively T ime on
Mountain and Plain.
689 Young Wild West on t he R io Grande: or, Trapping the Mexica n
Coiners.
690 You ng Wild West and Sittin g Bull ; or , Saving a T r oop ot Cavalry.
691 Young W ild West a nd the Texas Trail ers ; or. Roping In the Horse
Thieves.
F or s ale by all newsdea lers, or will be sent to any address on receipt ot price, 6 cents per cop.f , In mo ney or postage stamps, by

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NU]tf'BER.S
Write out and fill \II
your Order and send it to us with the price of tb e weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail. POST-

of our wee klies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, tb ey can be obtained from this office direct.

AGE S'l'AMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

:B<><>~S
HOW T O WRITE LETTEM
No. 74.
Ins truction•
COR RECTLY.-Contalnlng tull
t or writing lette rs on almost a.n y subj ect;
also rul e s for pun c tu a ti o n and com p os it ion,
wt t h specimen le tte r s.
No. 75 , HOW TO BECOl\lE A CONJURER.
-Containing tri c ks with Domi noes, Dice ,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirtysix llluatratlons. By A . Anderson.
No, 76. HOW TO TELL FORTl'"SE!' BY
THE HAND.-Contalnlng rules to r t ellin!( tortunes by th e aid ot lines or t h e hand , or
the sec r e t pt palmistry, Also t he secr et of
telllng ruture e v ents by aid or moles, m a rka.
scars, etc. Illust rat ed.
HOW TO DO FORTY TRI CKS
No. 77.
WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng de cep ti ve Card
Tricks as p er fo rme d by leading conjurers and
magic ians. Arra nged tor home am usem e nt.
Fully Illustrated .
No. 78. now TO DO TKE BLACK ART
-Containing a complete description or the
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-or -H a nd , together with many wonde rful exoertme n t s. By
A. And e rson. Illustrate d .
No. 70. H OW TO BECOME ~--. ACTOR.
-Containing c omplete instru c ti ons how to
make up tor various charac t e rs on th e stage :
together with th e duties or the Stage Manager
Prompter , Sceni c Artist and Propert y Man.
No. 80. GUS WTT,LIAllfS' JORE BOOK.Containing the la t e ot jokes, anecdotes and
tunny s t orie s or this wo rld-ren own ed G ~r m an
comedian. Sixty- t our pages; handsome co lored cover, containing a halt-to ne photo of
the author,
No. 81. H OW TO MESMERIZE.-Contaln lng the most at)proved methods o r mesmerism; anhnal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Pro!. Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S., author
ot "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO P ALMISTRY.-Con tatntng the m ost approved methods ot read ~
Ing the fines on the hand, toge ther with a run
explanation o! their meaning. Also explainIng phrenology, and the key or telling characters by the bumps on the head. By Leo
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
N o. 88. H OW TO HYP N OT IZE.-Contalning valuable and instructive ln!ormatton re garding the science or hypnotism. Also ex plaining the moat approved methods which
are employed by the leading hypnotists or
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
N o. 84. HOW TO B ECOl\l E AN AUTH OR .
-Containing Information regarding c h cilce o!
subjects. the use of words and the matt"ier ot
preparing and submitting manusc ripts. Aleo
containi n g ·v aluable Information as to th e
0
0
neatness, le gibility and general compos tt1on
P HOT OG·
B ECOM E
ui'io~v
of manuscripts.
F ull.v lll us trat e c'1 .
:\ . . \ n d t"• i- son.
RAPH E R.-Contalnlng useful tnro r m n t I o n reI
for 25 cts., in money or postage ata mps. by
or
copy,
per
.
cts
10
price,
f
o
receipt
on
address
any
to
sent
l•e
will
oi
rs,
e
ncwsrleal
all
F or sale bv

No. 46 , HOW TO lllAKE AND USE ELEC·
TRICITY.-A descripti on or the wond e rful
usea ot electric ity and elec tr o magnetism ; t ogether with tull Instru ctions tor making ElectrJo Toys, Batteries, e tc. By George Trebel,
Containing over 1\rty IllustraA . ll., M. D.
ti ons.
HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
No. 47.
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete trea tise on
the horse. Describing the m ost us e fu l. ho rses
for business, the best horse s t or th e r oad ;
al•• val uable re cipes for dlse:a11es oecullar t o
the h or se.
HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 48.
CANOES.- A handy book tor boys, con tainIng full directions tor constructtna- ca.noes a nd
the moat p o pular manner ot sailtn g th e m.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 4 9 . nOW TO DEBATE.-OITlng rul es
for co ndu c ting debates, outlines tor d e bates,
questions !or discussion, and the be st sources
tor procuring ln!ormatlon on the question
given.
No. ISO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.- A valuabl e book, giving Instructions
in collecting, preoa.rlne-, mounting and preaervln C' bird s , animals a nd insects.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. Ill.
CARDS.--Contalnlng oxpla.n11.tlona or the general princ ip les ot slelght-ot-h».nd appllca.ble
to ca.rd tri cks; o! ca rd tricks w ith ordina ry
c ards, and not r e quiring slel1rht-o!-hand; ot
tricks Invo lvin g elelght-ot-ha.nd, or th e use
or special ly prep a r e d cards. Illustra.ted.
No. 52. H OW TO PLAY CARDS.- GITlng
the rules and lull directions !or pl a ying
Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty- FIT•, Roun ce,
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch,
All Fours, and many other popul a r games ol
carda.
No. 58. HO W TO WRITE LETTER S.-A
wonderful little book, tell ing you how to write
to your swee theart, your rath e r, moiher, sister, brother, employer ; and, tn ta c , eve rybody and anybody you wish to w rite to.
No. 54 . HO W TO K EEP A N D MA N A GE
P E'l'S. -Glvlng comp(ote ln t ormatlon as to the
manner and method o! raising, k eeping, tam ing, breeding, and managing 11.ll kinds or pets;
a l10 gtvtng full Instructions !or making cages,
Fully explained by twenty-eight llluse tc.
t ratlona.
H OW TO COLLECT STAMPS
No. 55.
AND COINS.-Contalnln a- va lua ble Informa tion r e garding the collectin g and arrangin g
o t stamps a nd coins. Hands ome ly tllu1trated.
H OW TO BECOME A..~ ENN o . 56.
GINEER .-Contalnlng tu ll Ins truction• how to
b e come a locom o tive engineer; a lao dlr:ectl on a
f or bull ding a model loco m otive; together
with a lull des cription o r everything un en -

s1';:.' o6'.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

gardlng the Camera 11.nd how to work It; als o
how t o make Photographic Magic L a ntern
Slides &nd other Transparencies. Handsome ly
Illustrated.
HOW TO BECOME A WEST
No. 62.
POINT MILJTABY OADET.-Ex plalns h o w
to gain admittance, course o! Study, Examinati o ns, Duties , Stat'f o r Offi cers, P ost Guard, Pofl ee R egulations, Fire Department. and all a
boy s h ould kn ow to b e a cadet. B y Lu Senarens.
HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
No. 63 .
CADE'l'.- Complete Instruc tions ot how to g ain
admissio n to the Annapolls Naval Acade my.
A lao conta inin g the c ourse o! instruc tio n , deocrlptlo n ot grounds and buildings, h istori cal
sket c h . and ever y thin g a b oy sh ou ld kn o w to
become an offi ce r in th e Unite d State s ,Nav y.
B y Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
MACIIINES.-Contalnlng tull dire c tions t o r
making electrical m a chine s, Induction co ils,
dynamos, and ma.ny novel toys to be worked
by electrlclty. By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
lllustrated.
HULDOON'S J OKES.-The most
No. 65.
original joke b ook ever published, and It Is
It contains a
brimful or wit and humor.
large collection or songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., ot Terren ce Muldoon, the great wit, h umorist, and practi cal joker ot th e day.
HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-ConNo. 66.
tatnlng over three hundred Inte r e sting puzzle s
and conundrums, with key to same. A complete book. Fully Illustrated.
HOW T O DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67.
1'RICKS.-Contalnlng a large collec tion o r Instructive and highly amusing electri cal tricks,
toge ther with lllu otratlona. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW T O DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Conta ining over one hund r ed highly amusing 11.nd Instructive trick• with che micals. By
A . Anderson. Han dsom ely llluatr ated,
No. 69. H O W TO D O SLEI GH T-OF-H AND.
- Containing ove r 1\ tty or the latest and best
tri cks used by magician s, Also co ntaining the
sec r e t of second eight. Fully Illustrated.
No. 70. H OW T O l\lAKE MAGI C TOYS.Containing rull directions tor making Magic
Toya and devices or many kinda. Fully Illustrated.
H OW TO D O MECH ANIC AL
No. 71.
complete Instructions
TRICKS,-Contalnln g
tor p e r fo r ming over alx ty Mechan ical Tricks.
Fully Illus trated :
HOW TO DO SIXT Y TRI CKS
N o . 72.
WITH CARDS.- Embraclng all or the latest
a nd moat decepttve card tri c ks . with llluatrat1ons.
H O W TO 1) 0 T l UCKS WJ'l'H
No. 73.
N l . MB E U.S.- Show tn g man y c uri o us tr icks
with t\,c:11 r e s and t h e magic o f numbers. B y

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

